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INTRODUCTION

Every organization needs leaders to successfully run their business, but these
individuals are not born leaders. The leaders have to identify and develop their skills
somewhere. Conducting a leadership workshop would help undergraduate management
majors expand their knowledge about leading others. The workshop involves a review of
past and present leadership theories, as well as leadership techniques and practices.
Ultimately, the seminar will ideally be broadened to encompass the entire business
population of business majors.
REASONING
What is the reasoning behind formalizing a leadership workshop? There are many
factors in the decision to implement a seminar. Furthermore, goals need to be set to align
the critical issues that should be covered in the discussion of leadership to the plethora of
research generated. In addition, the current scope of this project must be kept-in-mind for
the proper information to be presented in a workshop format.
Why. This leadership project was originated for many reasons. As you may
suspect, having a recognition of leadership skills early in a student's career can pay-off in
the long-run. Having basic awareness, an individual can only build upon those key skills.
Also, employers have verbalized a need for more leadership skills trom employees. In
interviews with managers who employ Northern Illinois University graduates, Dr.
Christine Scheck has been told that students need better leadership skills. The leadership
workshop discussed here will help assist in the process to do just that.
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Goads. While there are many reasons to proceed with a seminar, there are set
goals that should be attained in this process. The students will get the opportunity to
assess their own style of leadership, be able to acknowledge contemporary theories, and
have a chance to expand their base knowledge of traditional theories.

~

The current scope of this seminarwillbe solelywith undergraduate

management majors at Northern Illinois University. The pilot project will begin as a
supplemental section of the required Organizational Behavior class. Correspondingly, the
seminar will nm for 4 weeks. WIth the ideal success of this pilot workshop, it should be
broadened in the future to allow other undergraduate business majors to experience a
leadership development seminar.
RESEARCH
Once the goals of the project were fonnulated, extensive research began. Because
leadership is a topic that is extremely popular, finding infurmation was time consuming,
but a breeze. Using computer-assisted tools and consuhing with informed individuals
were the most beneficial tools in the research process. Computer-aided tools searched for
boo~ journals, internet, and the BNA Library. Key individuals that helped were the
professors and the publishing companies. The major problem was reviewing the vast
amount of information to find those sources which would be both interesting and
cballenging to college students.

JIooks. The on-line catalog at the library assisted in finding infonnation. Because
leadership books are all located in a collective area, the hunt was much easier.
Furthermore, instead of searching the whole h'brary for many call numbers, I couJd just
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find one book and through a review of references found many other sources.
Unfortunately, a problem with this search was that many of the books were outdated. The
books that were the most helpful were published in the last 5 years.
Journals.

The search for journal articles was very similar to that for books. The

on-line journal index was a key source of finding materials. The journals were able to give
condensed information that was helpful, instead of flipping through an entire book.
Unfortunately, the journal articles are scattered around the library, thus making the search
for journal articles more time consuming. Some articles also have the problem of being
outdated.
Internet.

Because of the new technology, the internet is now a great way to find

information. The many different search engines on the internet made finding materials
easy. While the topic ofleadership self-assessments could be found on the net, the
companies made you pay to get the assessments. Hence, e-mails were sent to a few
organizations for tree information, but no response was given trom any company.
DNA. The Bureau of National Affairs' Human Resources Library on CD-ROM is
another computer research tool. The BNA was not very effective on this human resources
topic, but if the goal is to find general knowledge about a topic, this is a place to check.
Moreover, the BNA is extremely helpful if the researcher just needs an overview ofan
item.
Professors. Various management professors were extremely helpful due to their
past experiences and knowledge of leadership. The professors either had some first hand
knowledge about the subject, or they knew the places to find the desired materials.
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Because of their experiences with different text books, these individuals were able to
suggest publishers who could supply leadership resources.

~

The publishers that are known to write leadership texts, exercises,

and self-assessments were easy to find. Once the actual company names were given, the
next step was to call Information Assistance for 1-800 numbers. 1-800-555-1212 is the
number that will connect you with a directory of every 1-800 number. Fortunately, most
publishing companies provide these numbers to their customers. Once the backing of a
professor bas been established, the publishers will most likely send you a tree desk copy
of some of their work. Furthennore, the main benefit of going through publishers is that
the information can be very current.

PILOT TEST
Once the research was collected, a pilot test using contemporary theories was
conducted. The test was implemented for many reasons. Presentation of this material was
done during an Organizational Behavior class. At the end of the lecture, the students were
asked to give feedback about the usefulness oftbe infonnation presented. The outcome of
the discussion trom the Management majors was very positive.
;Reason. The pilot test was conducted fur many reasons. Dr. Scheck and I needed
to see if the project would be viewed as helpful to the students. If the students did not
support the leadership workshop idea, we would have reconsidered the continuation of the
project. Also, was the information reJated to increasing the student's leadership skills?
Was the project worth proceeding to the next step? Would the workshop be helpful for
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the students in the business world? These are questions that needed to be analyzed and
answered.
Presentation. The lecture included a review of contemporary leadership theories
as seen through the eyes of CEOs, several training programs offered by different US firms,
and cultural differences on leadership..
The focus on how actual Chief Executive Officers lead was the first part of the
presentation. The lecture reading is found in Appendix A. The authors interviewed 160
chief executive officers around the world (Farkas, 1996). The CEOs were asked what
activities, attitudes, and behaviors they used when managing their organizations.
Surprisingly, only 5 approaches emerged from the study. The approaches consisted of a
strategy, human-asset, expertise, box, and change approach to leadership (1996). Each
approach was reviewed during the presentation.
The second portion of the lecture contained information from one of General
Electric's manager training program. See Appendix A. The program was an intensive 4
weeks long. Where potential executives would use their knowledge to work out actual
company problems. This was accomplished through the use of feedback which assisted in
viewing the company differently, teaching leadership and team skills, and applying what
they learned back into their own work environment (Noel, 1988). As Jack Welch, CEO
for General Electric, stated, "Good business leaders create a vision, articulate the vision,
passionately own the vision, and relentlessly drive it to competition. Above all else,
though, good leaders are open. They go up, down, and around their organization to reach
people" (Welch, 1989).
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The third section of the presentation reviewed a training program conducted at
Motorola Inc. See Appendix A. The leadership training consisted of a 5~Day seminar with
two years offollow~up events (Eller, 1995). Correspondingly, the seminar teaches the
potential executive about interacting with top executives, proper networking capabilities,
creativity, globalization, leadership coaching, and assessing each individual (1995).
The final lecture material covered intemationalleadership issues. The article
evaluated leaders in Asian countries. The information is found in Appendix A.
Surprisingly, the two most important metors in Asian leaders are that they are honest and
have a strategic vision (Selvarajab, 1995). In addition, the personal qualities, managerial
behaviors, organizational demands, and reactions to environmental influences are
explained and assessed in each Asian leader (1995). Correspondingly, the students at the
conclusion of the presentation were asked their thoughts about Asian verses US leaders.
Feedback. After the presentation and discussion took place, the students were
asked to give feedback on the information presented and what they thought about a
leadership workshop. See Appendix B. Overall, the class thought the ideas presented
were important for students to be aware of and that leadership skills are beneficial to their

careers.
STRUCTURE
Once the decision to proceed with the workshop was decided, the structure of the
workshop could be developed. The structure is detailed in the syllabus that is located in
Appendix C. The syllabus consists of the schedule, course material, and evaluation
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assignments for grading purposes. The ideas for the syllabus came ftom current syllabi in
other classes and a leadership class syllabus that was located on the internet.
Schedule. As mentioned earlier, there are 4 sessions that supplement the
Organizational Behavior class. Each part is spaced out once a week, and is 2 hours in
length. Because each week there is only one session, the students have plenty of time to
read the assigned materials and complete the assigned reflection paper.
Materials. The workshop contains a wide variety of learning concepts that will be
used to help facilitate the learning process. Because of the Law of Individual Differences,
using different teaching methods should assist each individual to learn in their own way.
The learning techniques consist of lectures, discussion, reading, and in-class exercises.
Evaluation. The student evaluation criteria to determine the workshop grade
consists of reflection papers, peer evaluations, and class participation. The grade received
in the workshop will be incorporated into the student's Organizational Behavior class
grade.
A reflection paper is due every week. The paper is a one-page evaluation of the
reading that was assigned for that week. The assigned reading consists of assigned
materials and the in-class exercise for the week. The in-class exercises that will need
reading prior to class would be two different experiential exercises. The in-class exercise
that does not need preparation is the se1f-assessment and the evaluations on the last day of
the workshop.
A peer evaluation will be conducted on each team member at the end of the
workshop. Furthermore, he or she will be evaluated on ability and insight, constructive
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participation, effort shown during team meetings, and ability and willingness to work in a
group setting. Correspondingly, the peer evaluation sheet is shown in Appendbr D.
The last criteria in determining the student's grade is the class participation points.
These points are earned through actively participating in class discussions and in-class
exercises. Therefore, to be able to participate the individual needs to be prepared in that
he or she has read the assigned materials. In addition, in-class exercises involve applying
tools and techniques covered in self-assessments, experiential exercises, and reading
assignments.
CONTENT
The content of the leadership workshop contains many different tools in teaching
leadership skills. The class materials consist of contemporary theories, self-assessment,
experiential exercises, assigned reading in a text, comprehensive feedback, and a possible

speaker.
Theories. As discussed earlier, the contemporary leadership theories that are
covered in the class lecture consist of how CEOs lead, General Electric and Motorola's
method of training corporate leaders, and an international view on how Asians lead. See
Appendbr E. Hearing the presentation should allow students to see what they could
expect if they are invited to a leadership training course in the future. AJso, they can see
how these theories are applied in the real-world environment. Further, this will also assist
in showing that leadership is not just a col1ection of old, traditional leadership ideas.
~-AssessmeDt.

The self-assessment that was chosen is the "Leadership

Readiness Assessment" (Leadership, 1992). The article is located in Appendix F. This
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assessment is categorized by key aspects of leadership preparation. Results of the
assessment give students feedback on possible areas of improvements. Once the gaps are
acknowledged, he or she can determine where to concentrate his or her efforts for
leadership success (1992).
Exoeriential Exercises. Two experiential exercises will be used to help facilitate
the learning process for leadership skills. The first exercise focuses on influential
leadership styles, and the other exercise deals with empowering others.
The first experiential exercise is called "Influence Systems in Organizations:
Leadership Styles" (King, 1994). The exercise is located in Appendix G. There are four
objectives including: know differences between a manager and a leader, understand what
are influence systems and leadership styles, be able to develop situational factors for
leadership effectiveness, and self-assess your own leadership style (1994).
"Leadership: The Art of Empowering Others" is the last experiential exercise
(Conger, 1994). See Appendix G. This exercise focuses on the process of empowering
others. The objectives include the identification of your personal empowerment style, the
observation of management styles, and the conclusion of possible ways to become an
effective motivator of people (1994).
Text. The assigned text book that will help facilitate the learning process of
leadership is called "Finding Your Voice: Learning to Lead. . . Anywhere You Want to
Make a Difference" (Matusak, 1997). Appendix H contains the outline of this book. The
text covers two broad areas: Why not you? and Pathways to Effective Leadership. This
book was selected out of a plethora of texts because it uses concepts that ordinary people
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can use to bring out the leader within themselves and can create a positive social change in
the lower levels of the organizations (1997). As Warren Bennis, professor at University of
Southern California and aUthor of Creative Collaboration, states, "[It is] a remarkable
boo~ the only one I know that focuses on how 'ordinary citizens' can learn to lead. Wenwritten and down-to-earth, more importantly, it is powerful testimony to the possibilities
within aUof us."

~

When determining if this project is worth expanding, the feedback

trom this pilot is crucial in the decision making process.

Therefore, since feedback

evaluations are so diverse, a standard evaluation sheet is not an optimal choice. The
"Leadership Workshop Evaluation Form" for this seminar is tailor-maid to fit this specific
situation. Once the workshop is complete, the decision about where the program should
go from there can be answered.
Soeaker. Even though a speaker about leadership and new employees would be
ideal in this situation, a speaker cannot be set at this time. If the actual date for this
workshop was set, then an appropriate speaker could be established. For future reference,
most corporations within driving distance may be willing to speak to the class. Usually by
calling the Human Resource department of a desired company, a speaker can be set-up.
Not only would this be a tree advertisement for the company, but the speech would be a
positive humanitarian act. Furthennore, corporations realize that you may have to go outof-your-way to make your customers (i.e. students) satisfied, but realizing that these
customers drive your business is crucial for the company's success. Also, an additional
resource for generating speakers is found in the College ofBusUtess. The college devises
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an Executive Club Speaker List that contains the names of individuals which may be
willing to speak at Northern Illinois University.

FUTURE
What is the future for this leadership workshop? As stated above, it depends on
the resuhs of the course evaluation. If the decision is to broaden the workshop to
different conege students then, to what extent should this be done? It can be expanded to
a workshop for all business fi'U\jors, to an unrequired 1 hour credit class, or to a 1 hour

credit class that is required for an undergraduate degree. The choice is up to the
adnUnistration of the mUversity, but keep in mind that the feedback of the pilot workshop
will heavily influence that decision.
OVERVIEW
No matter what the future holds for this leadership workshop, effective leadership
is a necessary ingredient of successful organizational functioning. Furthennore, effective
leadership is not only a top management phenomenon. It is essential to possess leadership
skills at the grassroots level. Learning beneficial leadership skills now can only be the
beginning of your leadership experience in your career. Therefore, participating in a
Leadership Workshop would assist in your quest to achieve success.
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APPENDIX
B

.

LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP
EVALUATION FORM
PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BY FILLING THE NUMBER OF YOUR
VIEW ON THE SENTENCE IN THE SPACE PROVIDED.
Disagree
Strongly
1

Disagree

Undecided

Agree

2

3

4

Agree
StronglYJ
S

1. The workshop was time well-spent. _
2. I learned many ideas that can apply to the real world. _

3. The time spent on this workshop was sufficient. _
4. You feel better infonned on current leadership topics.

_

5. Leadership is important to all business students. _
6. The overall workshop view is a positive experience.

_

7. The text was helpful to assist in my leadership knowledge. _

PLEASE ANSWER THE BELOW QUESTIONS BY CIRCLING (YES OR NO)
8. Would you recommend this workshop to other business students? Yes or No
9. Do you think this workshop should be changed into a 1 hour credit class because of
the time and effort put into it? Yes or No
10. Do you think this workshop should be required for all Management majors?
Yes or No
11. Doyou think this workshop should be required for all Business majors? Yes or No
Suggestions/Comments:
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COURSE SYLLABUS
MANAGEMENT ???, LEADERSHIP
Instructor:
Office Hours:
Class Strocture:
Combination of lecture, discussion, readings, and class exercises as assigned.

Texts:

Matusak, Larraine. F'
Your V .
Make a Difference. W.K. Kelloggfoundation.

You Want to

Course Objective:
Management ??? is intended to be an interesting and challenging leadership course
fur the undergraduate business student. The course examines concepts and practices of
leadership that give attention to both stable research findings about leadership, the
contemporary practice of leadership, and skill development.
Student Evaluation Criteria:
Grading Scale
A
B
C
D
Fail

90%
80%
700,/0
60%
less than 60%

Weight (items listed in order that they occur during semester)
Retlection Paper # 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .200/c,
Reflection Paper #2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20%

RetlectionPaper#3

.20%

Retlection Paper #4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20%
Peer Evaluation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .100/c,
Class Participation and In-Class Exercises. . .10%

Reflection Paper
This class requires active participation by all students during class meetings. It is
imperative that students do the assigned readings and regularly attend class meetings. To
encourage students to keep up with the readings, you are expected to write a one-page
paper on the topic area for each week. These papers are due the night of class in which
we discuss the assigned topic. Please answer the following questions when writing this
paper -- "What particular topic with in this week's reading surprised you and caused you
to question your preconceived ideas"; "How would you apply or implement this topic
within an organizational setting?" Reflection papers will be turned in at the beginning of
the class period in which it was due. These papers will be returned on a weekly basis.
Peer Evaluation
At the end of the workshop each group will rate their team members according to the way
that they have contributed to your team's performance. The following factors will be
rated; the ability and insight, constructive participation, effort shown during team
meetings, and ability and willingness to work in a group situation.
Class Participation

and In-Class Exercises

Student participation in class discussions and exercises is a requirement. A thorough
preparation for each class session is necessary in order to gain class participation points.
In-class exercises will revolve around illustrating/applying tools and techniques covered in
self-assessments, experiential exercises, and reading assignments.

CLASSSCBEDULE
Students are responSlole for reading assignments and reflection papers ~
class in
order to be prepared for discussion and group exercises. Additional reading materials may
be assigned in addition to what is listed in this syllabus. If a student misses class, helshe is
responsible for obtaining that material.
Weekly Reading Sdaedule aad Assigaments
Week 1:

· Introduction and Syllabus
· Presentation of Contemporary Leadership Theories
III

In-ClassExercise-- LeadershipReadinessAssessment

* Matusak Text -. Chapter t, 2, 3, 4
Week 2:

* In--ClassExercise -- Influence systems in Organizations: Leadership
Styles
Matusak
Text -- Chapters 5, 6, 7
*

Week 3:

· In-Class Exercise -- Leadership: The Art of Empowering Others
* Matusak Text -- Chapters 8, 9

Week 4:

* In~CIass Exercise ~-Peer Evaluations
Class Evaluations
· Matusak Text -- Chapters 10, II, 12, 13
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PEER EVALUATION FORM
TEAM MEMBER EVALUATION: Please rate the members of your team according to
the way that you judge their contribution to your team's performance. Rate the following
factors:
FACTORS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ability and insight
Constructive participation
Effort shown during team meetings
Ability and willingness to work in a group situation
Overall Average

RATINGS:
1
Excellent
2 = Good
3 = Fair
4 = Poor

Name

Ability

Participation

Effort

Contribution

Overall
Average
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Human Resource Management
in Action

Leadership Development at GE's Crotonville
James L. Ndel and Ram Charan

INTRODUCTION
In order to develop more effective global leaders, GE's Management Development Institute, referred to as Crotonville, has fundamentally revamped its four week executive program, the Business
Management Course (BMC). The aim is to provide managers with a
high impact, multifunctional, global business team experience.
GE leaders are increasingly called upon to operate in global businesses, develop them in non-hierarchical settings, communicate, and
problem solve across business and cultural boundaries while solving
difficult strategic business problems. It was felt that traditional learning modes were not sufficiently intense and impactful for developing
these contemporary GE executives. Thus the BMC is built around a
more experiential mode of development-one
with real problems,
real team building challenges, and real risk. The impact of this developmental experience can impact business results, people's careers,
and professional lives.
The core concept is not new; it is termed "action learning"; a form
of business experiential learning. The BMC design refocuses and redefines it.
Action learning works by temporarily taking managers out of their
traditional environments, teaming them with peers, and challenging
the groups to solve some of the most vexing problems facing GE
businesses. Nationally recognized business educators help the BMC
managers prepare for the project and evaluate the results; however,
during the time they focus on real GE issues, they're largely on their
own.
Human Resource Management, Winter 1988, Vol. 27, Number 4, pp. 433-447
@ 1988 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
CCC 00904848/88/040433-15$04.00

Participants end the four weeks feeling: "It wasn't a game. Six
groups of us-total strangers-were assigned real company
issues to
tackle. We went to the businesses, interviewed the key players,
oped real solutions, presented them to appropriate Company develcers, and got their honest feedback. And along the way, our groUps
offibecame teams."
The benefits to GE go beyond the lessons learned in teamwork,
business strategy, and leadership. In the example cited above, one
group found the potential for $200 million in additional annual sales.
Obviously, one of the biggest dividends is to the business; managers
return with an enhanced leadership capacity.
To succeed in its effort to refocus strategy and restructure, the
organization is undergoing a cultural transformation. The GE Management Development Institute in Croton-on-Hudson, NY -an institution founded 34 years ago-has been assigned a critical role in
bringing about the cultural changes needed to take General Electric
into the 1990s and beyond.

CROTONVILLE'S ROLE IN GE's TRANSFORMATION
In order to understand the BMC "action learning" design, it must
be seen as part of the larger fabric of change underway at GE and the
leadership of its driving CEO, Jack Welch, who started dramatically
transforming GE in 1981. He immediately began charting a new
course for one of the nation's oldest, most diversified manufacturers.
His basic premise: American industry-with
GE included-was illprepared for a cOming era of global competition. His goal: make GE
number one or two in every business in which it competed.
Unlike Chrysler, GE was not facing economic catastrophe in the
early 1980s. The company was a steady, profitable performer, traoking the GNP every year, regularly setting new records for sales and
profits. So there was considerable surprise both in and out of GE at
how quickly WeIch put his ideas into action. Businesses that did not
fit his new criteria were to be "fixed, sold or closed."
While continuing to invest heavily in the most promising of GE's
traditional core manufacturing businesses, the company began shifting its portfolio to technology and service businesses. Shortly after
WeIch became chairman, half the company's profits came from those
core businesses. Five years later, they only accounted for 25 percent,
while GE's total profits had climbed more than 60 percent to $5
billion.
The refocused strategy thrust GE into a new competitive environment, one that demanded a whole new kind of culture. The company
had to become more flexible, more innovative, more entrepreneurial.
And that meant bringing about fundamental changes in a work force
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To help transform his vision for a new GE into reality, Jack Welch
enlisted the company's Management Development Institute. Located
25 miles north of New York City, the center is known as "Crotonville," taking its name from the small Westchester County community where it is located. Crotonville is one of the oldest corporate
residential education centers in the nation. For years, it relied heavily
on traditional lectures and case studies. But to bring about the quantum changes Welch wanted, Crotonville management realized it
needed to revise its development methodology.
First, Crotonville could no longer rely solely on lectures, the case
study method, and discussions as the developmental methodology.
Crotonville had to search for a higher impact behavioral method. The
emphasis needed to be a blend of cutting edge business skills as well
as leadership and team 'skills. Fast-moving competitive arenas demand
people with top-rate leadership skills- skills rarely attained in traditional classroom settings. Thus action learning was born. It answered
the first need by introducing into the Crotonville curriculum the
study of actual GE business problems and their potential solutions.
And it met the second requirement by putting that activity into a
team context - widely recognized as one of the best methods of leadership development.
The core of the BMC action learning is that real multifunctional
business issues and team development are combined. Furthermore,
unlike business games and simulations, the situation is real; thus,
the behavior is closer to people's real life behavior. Transfer of learning back to the participant's work setting is higher and the company
can capture the considerable brain power invested in solving some of
its real issues, rather than a historical case, simulation, or business
game.
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A New Vehicle for Change

Testing the Concept
BMC had long been a staple of the curriculum. The four week
course was designed for high-potential, upper-level middle managers
-an ideal group to develop into disciples of change. Under action
learning, the BMC course is focused on "developing market-driven
business strategies" and "building leadership and team skills." GE
views these strategies and skills as essential to making managers
"effective members of multifunctional business teams in a competitive global economy."
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BUSINESS CONCEPTS
LEADERSHIPITE.

./CEPTS

STRATEGY

.

PROJECT

GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS

TEAMS'

1

~

¥t.
MARKETING

FINANCE
ORGANIZATIONAL

CHANGE

BENEFITS

j

2

PARTICIPANTS -ACTIVE::
PARTNERS IN LEARNING
BUSINESS GAIN FROM
PROCESS
RECOMMENDATIONS OF
Figure 1. BMC action learning. PARTICIPANTS

-

3

The Business Management
Course
now has
reflecting the influence of action
learning:
· To enable participants to learn, apply, and receive feedback
business concepts and skills applied to real GE business issues. ,

4

· To provide help on important issues to GE businesses.
· To help participants develop leadership and team skills essential.
to leading and working in high-performing,
business teams.
multifunctional
· To assist participants in developing
plans set~
for
applying new business and leadership personal
skills in action
their work

tings.

6-8
month
later

.

The first two weeks lay the foundation for the action learning
projects. Faculty from leading business schools provide state-of-theart concepts on areas ranging from strategic
planning to competitive analysis and organizational
Late in
marketingchange.
and financial
the second week, the program begins to focus on utilizing this new
knowledge and the collective experience of the team to tackle real
GE strategic problems.
into and
six each
teams,
each
with five or six members.Participants
There are are
threedivided
projects,
project
has two teams assigned to it. While these two teams are given the
same problem, they are asked to work
the business with two sets of
independently. This provides
recommendations and provides an element of competition
between the teams. Figure I presents the BMC
action learning model and Figure 2 is a course overview.
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Table I. BMC Action learning projects.
Transportation

Systems

Major Appliance

Evaluation of Transportation Systems market
strategy to enter the locomotive lease/maintenance business.
Evaluation of Major Appliances options to increase top line growth by sourcing a new
household product for sale under the GE
brand name.

Industry Sales & Services
Division

Development of a National Accounts marketing plan for Industrial Sales & Services Division to increase top line growth.

Mobile Communications

Evaluation of Mobile Communications Go-toMarket strategy for re-entering the Public Service Trunking Market.

Corporate Research &
Development and GE Financial
Services

Analysis of how to transition artificial intelligence (AI) technology from the research lab
to GE Financial Services opportunities.

Construction

Recommendations
on how to make a successful alliance between Construction Equipment
and a potential joint venture partner.

Equipment

GE Information

Services

Evaluation of artificial intelligence applications for GE Information Services that will
produce the most impact and implementation
strategies for those applications.

Medical Systems

Recommendations
on how to best leverage
the new centralized marketing function.

Aircraft Engine

Analysis of Aircraft Engine's service shops'
competitiveness and recommendations for
their charter within the Aircraft Engines
organization.

Industrial Sales & Services

Development of a plan to integrate Turbine
Parts organization's efforts with Industrial
Sales & Services' efforts to avoid further market erosion.

Lighting

Recommendation
on whether Lighting should
enter a new market segment in a mature business.

Plastics

Development of a market strategy for a new
resin and continuous press process to regain
the number one market share position in copper clad laminates.

NBC

Recommendation
on alternative sources of
growth in a mature business.

Crotonville's staff works closely with the heads of GE businesses
to select projects. GE's Corporate Marketing Consulting Services
then prepares extensive briefing materials, including carefully crafted
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After spending a couple of days reading briefing materials, developing a project plan, interview questions, etc., the teams take to the
road, traveling to the headquarters offices of their assigned businesses.
There they spend the third week working on the business' problem,
carrying out a variety of diagnostic activities.
Team members have access to all key management, including the
head of the business. They're free to see all essential financial and
marketing data and go into the field and talk to customers.
The teams return to Crotonville with drafts of their findings and
recommendations. These are reviewed first by outside consultants,
who add to the product and the development process by helping the
teams identify any gaps in their analyses. And because one goal is to
have the businesses actually implement the recommendations, one
consultant works with the teams to make sure they plan a strategy
for overcoming any resistance they're likely to encounter during
their presentation.
The climax of the course comes on Tuesday of the fourth week.
Each team has 90 minutes to present its recommendations to a toplevel group of executives from the business concerned, including the
Senior Vice President who heads the operation. Very quickly, participants find themselves in a tough, open exchange defending their
recommendations. To date, about half of the GE businesses challenging the Business Management Course with issues have implemented
the recommendations they received. Most of the others have used at
least some of the suggestions.
The experiences of one team assigned to explore the use of Artificial Intelligence in GE Information Services' commercial ventures
reflects the action learning process. Team members came from the
Aircraft Engine Business, Corporate Marketing, Information Technology, Factory Automation, and Environmental Health and Safety.
The team's approach was to "divide and conquer," as one team
member put it, with each member of the team focusing on that
segment of the problem in which he had most expertise, and then
to confer and reach a consensus. "The study presented some real
challenges for our team," he explains. "First we had to understand
the business-its organizational structure; its technical, political, and
cultural environment-and
we had to understand Expert Systems."
"The project study we did for GE Information Services was a
real-time, meaningful exploration of a carefully defined issue,"
relates another team member. "The company had not reached a
Noel and Charan: GE's Crotonville
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decision about Artificial Intelligence. We were dealing with something brand new that could affect future directions and profitability."
"They asked tough questions," according to the Manager of Business Development and New Ventures. "They talked to a wide spectrum of people from the president of the company to finance personnel, engineers, and customers. It was clear that they had done their
homework. "
After a week of fact finding and analysis, the team made their
presentation to the President of GE Information Services. The team
concluded that in the Managed Network Services arena, the inclusion
of Artificial Intelligence in Managed Network Services solutions is
essential to GE Information Services being competitive in this
market.
"We gave the team high marks for the thoroughness of their study
and the quality of their presentation," reports the Vice President of
Technical Development. "They convincingly
theira findings.
It was a very valid and valuable report that defended
has planted
seed for
future competitive advantage."
Because participants are dealing with issues on a "real" time basis,
not everything goes as predictably as with the classroom discussion
of a case study. Minutes before one team was to make its presentation to the head of a business, a member of GE's CEO office who
had an intense interest in the issue joined the session. Midway
through the presentation, the senior officer stopped the presentation
to get the team's response to a question that fundamentally challenged the direction the business had taken. He then quickly departed, leaving the team to continue its presentation to the visibly
upset business head. While unusual, this incident reflects how the
real world blends with the development process and is one of the
reasons action learning is so potent. In a real life laboratory, participants see how issues unfold and how key players react. Participants
have the opportunity to participate in trying to solve a complex
business problem for a GE business.

Team-Building from the Start
Undoubtedly, one reason for the BMC's SUccessrate is the quality
of the teams that are formed. In fact, most participants say that the
team-building experiences are the mos.t valuable part of the program.
Participants are introduced to their teams on the first day of the
course, through a series of outdoor team bUilding activities. These
focus on issues such as trust, communicating,
leadership. The most dramatic of the activities decision
is "The making,
Wall," aand
14
foot high barrier that all team members must get over.
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Challenged to build "a high performing team," the participants
grunt and groan their way through the day. After each of these
assignments the groups discuss the experience with a facilitator who
has observed their actions. Together, the team explores the factors
and dynamics that contributed to their success or failure. Issues that
frequently arise are how different leaders emerge in different situations, how followers behave, and how people learn to trust each
other to accomplish common tasks.
At the conclusion of the first day, a dirty, tired team begins to
emerge where just hours before there had been five or six strangers.
Building the teams is crucial to the projects because the issues are
complicated, the time limited, and the participants do now know one
another beforehand. Added to this is the fact that the team members
are all at approximately the same level within the Company. Consequently, there is the need to work out the internal group dynamics
before beginning the projects.
During the first weekend of the course, the teams face a more
difficult challenge. They build rafts and then use them to cross a
mile-wide stretch of the Hudson River from Cold Spring, New York
to the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. Participants receive adequate construction materials and are escorted by power boats as a
safety precaution, but they are not otherwise aided in any way.
Failure in this activity, as measured by the sinking of a raft in the
rather cool October water, can serve as a real impetus to reexamine
the way the team works together. One team, after its raft sank, spent
two hours determining why the group had failed and set an agenda
as to how they wanted their team to function throughout the rest of
the course. At the conclusion of their action learning project, this
team attributed their ability to work together so successfully to
their rafting failure and the lessons they had learned from the experience.
Personal Agendas for Change

III
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Another segment of the Business Management Course gives participants better understanding into their individual team-building
and leadership abilities. Everyone fills out a questionnaire designed
specifically for GE to use in helping employees gauge their leadership strengths and weaknesses. The same questionnaire is also filled
out by each participant's direct reports and peers. Participants get
to review this feedback confidentially during the course, and they
receive counseling to improve their effectiveness as leaders.
Following the business presentations, the participants provide indepth feedback on each other's team behavior over the last month.
Feedback is candid, direct, and constructive. Many participants have
Noel and Charan: GE's Crotonville / 441

commented that this session is one of the few times in their careers
when they have such useful feedback presented in a supportive
environmen t.
The BMC experience has also been designed to overcome one of
the main limitations to most corporate education programs-the
difficulty of participants being able to apply what they've learned
to the challenges of their own business. During the experience, each
participant is asked to develop his or her personal agenda for change
and to share it with the rest of the group. Team members then
discuss each other's plans, identifying potential pitfalls and suggesting possible improvements. (Not surprisingly, many of these new
converts to the power of participatory management state intentions
to increase teamwork back at their workplaces.)
Six to eight months after the end of the Business Management
Course, all members come back for a two-and-a-half-day follow-up
session. Representatives of the businesses for whom they conducted
their projects return, reporting on the status of the issues confronting
them and what actions have been taken on their teams' recommendations. But probably the most valuable part of the session is the
opportunity it gives participants to discuss their successes and frustrations in implementing their personal action plans. Over the four
weeks of the course, participants form close relationships. When
they return, they act much like a physician's consulting team, a peer
group of professionals who come together to review difficult cases,
share insights, and receive mutual support.
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CONCLUSION

The action learning model continues to evolve at GE, and the
concept has been extended to other Croton ville courses. In one twist
on the idea, participants come to Crotonville in pre-established
teams, bringing problems from their own businesses. In the Advanced
Financial Management Course, the first week of course work is
separated from the second week by a month. During this time period
participants do a competitive analysis of a key competitor or a
supplier.
Meanwhile, the COrporate education process has taken on greater
significance. Jack Welch takes an active role in the Croton ville
process, meeting with participants in all the Executive Education
and Advanced Marketing Management courses-an annual commitment of 10-12 days. The sessions are informal, based upon a question and answer format that allows Welch to layout his vision for
GE and to get candid discussion around the challenges facing the
Company, such as the shift away from a manufacturing economy and
the difficult issues surrounding Company loyalty in an environment
characterized by downsizing and career uncertainties.
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The other three members of the Chief Executive Office and other
senior officers also make frequent appearances before Crotonville
classes. Approximately
60 percent of the top GE management
participate in Croton ville courses each year, serving as teachers, discussion leaders, and role models. Along with Welch, the Company
officers view these appearances as an opportunity to articulate the
corporate agenda and receive employee feedback from across the
Company on such topics as GE's continually evolving "statement of
values. "
American companies are changing. Global competition, deregulation, and accelerating technological change has created the need for
a new type of leader, one who can envision a future for the organization and inspire colleagues to join him/her in building the future.
The challenge to corporate education is to create new models for
learning-models
for developing new leaders, new organizational
cultures, and new business skills necessary for competing in a global
economy. Action learning is a direct outgrowth of such a bias toward
action, and of using corporate education to change the organization.
Appendix A provides a glimpse of future action learning projects.
Teams went off to Europe in the Summer of 1988 to add a new
dimension of globalization. The goal is always to develop leaders who
know that their most important job is to transform the way their
organization does business.
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Challenged by the need to develop business leaders capable of
winning in global markets, the Summer 1988 BMC was presented in
Europe. The first week of the course was spent in Crotonville, providing an opportunity for all four members of the Chief Executive
Office, including Jack Welch, to meet with the class. Team-building
exercises were conducted at Crotonville, as well as modules on global
business strategy and international finance.
Week Two was conducted in Europe by members of INSEAD
(European Institute of Business Administration) faculty at their
campus in Fontainebleau, France outside of Paris. This provided the
41 participants, most of whom were Americans, with the opportunity to receive a European perspective on marketing, business alliances, working in a cross-cultural environment, and the current
European political and economic scene. Visits were made to the GE
Plastics Business in Bergen-op-Zoom, Netherlands, to CGR, a newly
acquired medical imaging business located in Paris, and to SNECMA,
the French aircraft engine manufacturer that is a joint venture partner of the GE Aircraft Engine Business.
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The intent was to fully
participants
European
business environment so that immerse
they could
"see, feel in
andthe
smell,"
what
it means to work in a global
environment.
immersion were the action-learning
projects dUring
Fundamental
the third
to and
this
fourth weeks. The action-learning projects required the participants.
to confront a variety of business, language, and cultural problems
associated with working in an overseas environment.
projects came from CGR, GE Plastics, and GE Information
Action-learning
(GElS), a worldwide supplier of network-based
Services
grates computers software, and communication systems.
services that inte-

.

THE PROJECTS

Plastics
GE Plastics-Europe has a very strong market position in the sale
of high value engineered
to the European
industry. Applications arethermoplastics
currently in bumpers and related
grill and
automotive
tail panels. A major extension of the automotive plastics market is
the application of the thermoplastics to other external body panels.
This is the market that GE Plastics has targeted for future growth
and the BMC teams were asked to:
Evaluate GE Plastics' current
· plan,
and

body panel strategy and marketing

· Recommend alternative approaches
time needed to gain acceptance for alland/or
plastic ideas
cars. to shorten the

.
Hi
the E
GELS
these
of the
Spe

.
CGR
CGR gave the two BMC teams a difficult marketing issue related
to the sale of one of its medical imaging products. European customers have a tendency to purchase this imaging product piece-meal
fashion over a period of years, upgrading each piece until the entire
room has been replaced. On the one hand, this upgrade approach
creates a competitive advantage for the manufacturers who installed
the original system, since most manufacturers will not "marry"
equipment from other competitors.
this tomethod
chase can become very costly for the However,
manufacturer
support ofonpuran
ongoing basis. This is especially true if there are wide variations of
systems in the installed base to support.
To help CGR plan its strategy to address this partial-room upgrade
issue, the two BMC teams were asked to deliver the fOllowing:
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Identifying the occurrence of parti<,ll-room upgrade in the five
main European markets (West Germany, Spain, UK, Italy,
and France).
Determining the average margins for each type of sale in each
market.
Identifying the costs of supporting the current partial room
upgrade strategy (e.g., engineering redesign, manufacturing,
parts, inventories, sales, time, etc.)
Evaluating the competitor's offerings and assess the impact
their marketing strategy has on this situation.

Recommend a strategy for CGR to follow based upon team
evaluations and conclusions from the analysis.

GE Information

Services

It is anticipated that the elimination of most trade barriers within
the EEC by 1992 will have a strong impact on GElS' operation.
GElS asked the two BMC teams to evaluate the ramifications of
these changes and to suggest opportunities created by the unifidtion
of the European economy.
Specifically, the BMC teams were asked to address the following:

.

Analyze the current marketing strategy
address the next five years in Europe:

.

Are

the

market

segments

GElS

being proposed

is planning

to

on pursuing

appropriate?
e related
)ean cuslece-meal
he entire
lpproach
installed
"marry"
of pur)rt on an
ltions of
upgrade

.

.
.

.

Can the current organizational
planned marketing strategy?

structure

cope with the

Has GElS put the right personnel in place in Europe with
adequate resources to capitalize on these new opportunities?
Should

GElS specifically

set up now a small organization

(a

couple of individuals) to participate with the various European organizations who will put in place the standards and
the changes that are going to occur in 1992?
Recommend specific actions GElS should take to prepare itself
for the impact of the unification of the European economy:

.

Identify

two specific market segments which will be most
Noel and Charan: GE's Crotonville
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impacted by the 1992 changes and indicate
pursue them.

how GElS should

· Describe how and where software should be developed
how applications should be transported
from one Country and
to
the other.
· For the two market segments you have selected, desCribe
what you think the ideal organizational
structure and associated resources should be so that GElS marketing gets the
best input from the European marketplace and the field with
the highest productivity
and vice versa, so that the European
field receives the best possible SUpport.

RESULTS- THE PARTICIPANTS
The Plastics teams went on-site to Bergen op Zoom, The Netherlands, while the CGR and GElS teams went to Paris. From these
"home bases" participants fanned out over Europe, visiting key players in the field and, in some instances, customers. The immersion was
complete as participants
struggled with a host of problems ranging
from language differences to differences in accounting practices.
The impact of the course on participants is derived from this realtime involvement, which requires participants
to apply the business
concepts they have learned in the classroom. Responses taken from
participants at the end of the course serve as a gauge on the value of
the action-learning
projects
-". . . we were totally immersed in the
business and environment
of Plastics." Another participant
said,
"The projects forced dealing with people in differen t cultures and
different
backgrounds.
We had to overcome language barriers in
travel, hotels, etc. The project gave some real insight into the European business climate and connected lecturers with the 'real' world."

RESULTS - THE BUSINESSES
But there were two winners in this process. The second winners
were the GE businesses supplying the team projects. The final team
reports not only confirmed some of the perceptions the businesses
had about their problem, but also offered fresh insights and creative
new approaches to these problems.
Paolo Fresco, Senior Vice President,
International
Operations,
stated at the conclusion of the business presentations
that he was
"delighted at the benefits the businesses were getting from the BMC
action learning process." Tony Craig, President of GElS, commented
to the class, "I just spent $1 million dollars on a Booz Allen study.
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New research suggests there aren't as many as you might think.

The Ways Chief Executive
Officers Lead

by Charles M. Farkas and Suzy Wetlaufer
There is no shortage of schools for businesspeople of every specialty: accountants, engineers,
financiers, technologists, information specialists,
marketers, and, of course, general managers, who
have their choice of hundreds, if not thousands, of
M.B.A. programs. But where is the school for the
person in charge of getting the best results from all

between 35 % and 50% of all CEOs are replaced
within five years. That is a costly proposition for
any organization, for no company can lose its leader
without losing some sense, even temporarily, of its
identity and direction.
Two years ago, our interest in the role of the
CEO prompted us to begin an extensive study of
how senior executives lead. Over 12
months, we interviewed
160 chief
executives around the world, most of
whom were running major corporations in industries as diverse as gold
mining, computers, and soft drinks.
Our goal was to examine the set of
attitudes,
activities,
and behaviors
that determined
how those executives managed their organizations.
To be honest,
going into the project we hypothesized
that there
might turn out to be 160 different approaches to
leadership.
There were not. Only 5 distinct approaches emerged from our data.

CEOs must learn on the job,
and they must learn while every
stakeholder js watching.
these members of the organization?
There is no
school for CEOs - except the school of experience.
Chief executives must learn on the job how to lead
a company, and they must learn while every stakeholder is watching.
The CEO's job is like no other in the organization. It is infinite. Senior executives are, by definition, ultimately responsible for every decision and
action of every member of the company, including
those decisions
and actions of which they are
not aware. CEOs - even new ones - are allowed few
mistakes.
Not surprisingly,
research shows that
110
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No matter where a company is located or what
it makes, its CEO must develop a guiding, overarching philosophy about how he or she can best
add value. This philosophy determines the CEO's
approach to leadership.
By approach, we mean
which areas of corporate policy - for example, strategic planning,
R&D, or recruiting
- receive the
most attention, what kind of people and behaviors
the CEO values in the organization,
which decisions the CEO makes personally or delegates, and
how he or she spends each day. A leadership approach is a coherent, explicit style of management,
not a reflection of personal style. This is a critical
distinction. (See the insert "What's Personality Got
to Do with It?") We found that in effective companies, CEOs do not simply adopt the leadership
approach that suits their personalities but instead
adopt the approach that will best meet the needs of
the organization and the business situation at hand.
Is the industry growing explosively or is it mature?
How many competitors
exist and how strong are
they? Does technology matter and, if so, where is it
going? What are the organization's capital and human assets? What constitutes sustainable competitive advantage, and how close is the organization to
achieving it? The answers to questions such as
these determine which of the following five leadership approaches an effective CEO will adopt.
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1. The Strategy Approach.
CEOs who use this approach believe that their
most important
job is to create,
test, and design the implementation of long-term strategy, extending in some
cases into the distant future. Their position
overseeing all areas of the corporation,
they explain, gives them the unique ability to determine
their organizations'
allocation
of resources and
optimal direction. On a day-to-day basis, they spend
their time in activities intended to ascertain their
organizations' point of departure (the current business situation) and point of arrival (the most advantageous market position in the future). These
CEOs devote approximately
80% of their time to
matters external to the organization's
operationscustomers,
competitors,
technological
advances,
and market trends - as opposed to internal matters
such as hiring or control systems. It follows, then,
that they tend to value employees to whom they
can delegate the day-to-day operation of their organizations as well as those who possess finely tuned
analytical and planning skills.
2. The Human-Assets
Approach. In marked contrast to CEOs in the above group, human-assets
CEOs strongly believe that strategy formulation
111
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belongs close to the markets, in the business units.
According to these CEOs, their primary job is to
impart to their organizations certain values, behaviors, and attitudes by closely managing the growth
and development of individuals. These executives
travel constantly,
spending the majority of their
time in personnel-related
activities such as recruiting, performance
reviews, and career mapping.
Their goal is to create a universe of satellite CEOs:
people at every level of the organization who act
and make decisions as the CEO would. Not surprisingly, these executives value long-term employees
who consistently
exhibit "company way" behaviors, as opposed to so-called mavericks, who do not
always adhere to organizational norms.
3. The Expertise Approach. Executives who lead
by using this approach believe that the CEO's most
important responsibility is selecting and disseminating within the corporation an area of expertise
that will be a source of competitive
advantage.
Their schedules show that they devote the majority
of their time to activities related to the cultivation
and continual improvement of the expertise, such
as studying new technological research, analyzing
competitors' products, and meeting with engineers
and customers. They often focus on designing programs, systems, and procedures, such as promotion
policies and training plans, that reward people who

acquire the expertise and share it across the borders
of business units and functions. These CEOs tend
to hire people who are trained in the expertise, but
they also seek candidates
who possess flexible
minds, lack biases, and demonstrate
a willingness
to be immersed - indoctrinated
is not too strong a
word - in the expertise.
4. The Box Approach.
CEOs in this category
believe that they can add the most value in their
organizations
by creating, communicating,
and
monitoring an explicit set of controls - financial,
cultural, or both - that ensure uniform, predictable
behaviors and experiences for customers and employees. CEOs who use this approach believe that
their companies' success depends on the ability to
provide customers with a consistent and risk-free
experience.
As a result, these executives
spend
their days attending to exceptions to their organizations' controls, such as quarterly results that are
below expectations or a project that misses its deadline. In addition, they devote more time than the
other types of CEOs to developing detailed, prescriptive policies, procedures, and rewards to reinforce desired behaviors. Finally, these executives
tend to value seniority within the organizatio"n,
often promoting people with many years of service
to the corporate team and rarely hiring top-level executives from outside the company.
5. The Change Approach. Executives in this category are guided
Executives who lead by using the change
by the belief that the CEO's most
approach spend~_~ch ..of their time motivating
critical role is to create an enviemployee~(~t(br:G-"g~
sp~~~hes
and\,
eetin
s.
ronment
of continual
reinven<0
(O"'''O~~«",
tion, even if such an environment
'0"";""
produces anxiety and confusion,
leads to some strategic mistakes,
and temporarily
hurts financial
performance. In contrast to CEOs
who employ the strategy
approach, these CEOs focus not on
a specific point of arrival for their
organizations but on the process
of getting there. Similarly, their
focus contrasts starkly with that
of a box leader: Control systems,
written reports, planning cycles,
policies, and rules do not seem to
interest these so-called change
agents. Instead, they spend as
much as 75% of their time using
speeches,
meetings,
and other
forms of communication
to motivate members of their organizations to embrace the gestalt of
change. They spend their days in
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the field, meeting with a wide range of stakeholders, from customers to investors to suppliers to employees at virtually all levels of the organization.
Not surprisingly, the people they value are usually
those who could be called aggressive and independent-people who view their jobs not
as entitlements but as opportunities
for advancement that must be seized
every day. Seniority matters little to
the change agent; passion, energy,
and an openness to a new, reinvented
tomorrow matter much more.
In the following pages, we will describe the five leadership approaches
in more detail and explore which
business situations call for which approaches. There is, naturally, some overlap. CEOs
who adopt the strategy approach might use elements of human-assets leadership, for example.
Some box CEOs employ the techniques of a strategy leader to address the out-of-the-box issues that
can be overlooked in control-oriented organizations. That said, however, our research suggests
that in most effectively run organizations, CEOs
select a dominant approach, using it as the compass
and rudder that direct all corporate decisions and
actions. Our research also suggests that a CEO's approach can and should change over the course of his
or her tenure. As one of our subjects, Edzard Reuter,
CEO of automaker Daimler-Benz, says, "A business is a living organism. There will always be a
point where the environment changes, the competition changes, something critical changes, and you
must realize this and take the leading role in meeting change."
Whatever the approach, then, the CEO's role is to
act decisively and boldly - a demand of high-level
leadership taught only by on-the-job training.

puts it simply: "Strategy is the domain of the business units because the people running them are
closest to the markets."
Nevertheless, we did encounter a distinct group
of CEOs guided by the belief that their position

Open a strategy CEO's schedule
book and you'll see time devoted
to collecting, cultivating, and
analyzing vast amounts of data.

The Strategy Approach:
Focusing on
the Future, Near and Far
Of all the hypotheses we held at the start of our
research, none felt as unassailable as our supposition that the vast majority of CEOs consider themselves the corporation's chief visionary, responsible
for setting short- and long-term strategy. Our data
told another story: Of the 160 executives we interviewed, less than 20% subscribed to that leadership
approach. In fact, the prevailing opinion of our subjects was that those with the most. frequent and
meaningful contact with customers and competitors should be responsible for strategic assessment
and planning. Peter George, chief executive of Ladbroke Group, a British gaming and hotel concern,
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW
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gives them the best vantage point for making decisions about capital allocations, resource management, investments in technology, new products,
and locations for doing business. For this reason,
they assert, the CEO alone (although often supported by a small corporate team) is equipped to determine exactly where the company in all its parts and
units should go, and how fast.
Open a strategy CEO's schedule book. What you
will see is time allotted with a common theme: the
collection, cultivation, and analysis of data. These
CEOs devote much of their days to the activities
that ultimately yield strategic decisions. They rigorously gather and test information about markets,
economic trends, customers' purchasing patterns,
competitors' capabilities, and other matters external to their organizations' operations. To increase
their sources of data, these executives frequently
use company task forces or outside consultants and
eagerly draw on other sources of information and
opinion, such as fundamental research, trade publications, and independent surveys. Strategy CEOs
strive to understand how their customers behave
and what really matters to them. They also seek to
know as much as possible about every competitor's
strengths, technologies, and key customer segments. Moreover, a strategy CEO focuses on knowing the organization's capabilities, or how well the
organization can deliver on its strategy. What can
the company do? What can't it do? What are its lowest costs, highest quality, and fastest speed of delivery? In sum, strategy leaders devote themselves to
understanding the company's point of departure,
selecting its point of arrival, and, perhaps most important, mapping the route between them.
How do they achieve all that? More than executives in any other category, strategy CEOs employ
extensive analysis as well as reporting and planning
systems that test strategic scenarios, and they often
113

What's Personality Got to Do with It?
"But isn't leadership really all about personality?"
We hear this question frequently during discussions
about our research and the five leadership approaches.
We also often hear this remark: "Leadership - either
you're born with it or you're not."
We disagree, both that leadership is a genetic trait
and that a person's approach to leadership is solely
a function of personality. In fact, we
found that personality is just one element of effective leadership and often
not the decisive one. In the most successful companies, the CEO has scrutinized the business situation, determined what the organization requires
from its leader, and chosen the leadership approach that best meets those requirements. Sometimes the approach
fits the CEO's personality; sometimes
it does not. Indeed, our research suggests that some
very good leaders repress certain personality traits, or
develop ones they weren't born with, in order to run
their organizations effectively.
Consider Richard Rosenberg of BankAmerica. He
employs, by his own admission and our observadon,
the box approach to leadership. He says that he must:
BankAmerica operates in a highly regulated industry.
A small error or, worse, a case of graft can have grave
consequences. BankAmerica thus owes it to its customers to have a strict set of controls, and the CEO
must make them his chief responsibility.
But is Richard Rosenberg the kind of person you
would expect to be using the box approach? Hardly. He
is relaxed, affable, gregarious. "This isn't me," he admits. "I'm not a box guy. I'd actually fit in a lot better
with the people in marketing. But our situation demanded a box. So here I am."
And take a look at Dana Mead, CEO of Tenneco.
When Mead was appointed to lead the $3 billion diversified industrial concern in early 1992, he thought that
the company was headed in the right direction. instead, he quickly discovered that Tenneco was entirely off course. The company had some attractive businesses, but many of its practices prevented those
businesses from thriving. There was a highly politicized capital-allocation system, a compensation program that measured and rewarded meaningless goals,
and no strategy formulation process. Without a complete overhaul, Mead determined, the company would
not survive into the next century. The battle plan:
change. Accordingly, Mead adopted practically every
technique of the change approach to leadership. He
launched new policies and procedures, established a
new culture, divested operations, fired employees un-
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willing or unable to embrace new ways of doing busi-

ness, and went on the road to preach the gospel of
change to Tenneco employees all over the world.
But does Mead have the kind of personality you'd
expect to find leading this charge? Again, not at all. He
is soft-spoken, even a bit subdued. Indeed, in his previous position as CEO of International Paper, he was a
human-assets leader - a role that may
have come more naturally to him. But
at Tenneco, the business situation demanded a different approach, and Mead
rose to the challenge. That, we argue, is
the essence of effective leadership.
Not surprisingly, we also encountered CEOs whose personalities seemed
to be a natural fit with their leadership
approaches. Herb Kelleher, Southwest
Airlines' humorous, down-home CEO,
probably could not work in a company that didn't require a human-assets leader. Assertive and demanding, Stephen Friedman, former managing partner of
Goldman Sachs, would likely champion change at any
organization. How to explain this confluence of personality and leadership approach? We see two possible
scenarios. The first is fortunate coincidence: A CEO
assesses the business situation, determines which
leadership approach is required, and finds that it just'
happens to reflect his or her personal style. A second
and more likely scenario: The CEO is appointed by a
person or group of people who make the right match.
For instance, a board of directors decides that their organization needs strong strategic direction. What sort
of CEO will they look for? Not someone who wants to
spend a lot of time guiding and empowering individual
employees, but someone who loves to get inside the
data, someone with a proven talent for analyzing current market conditions, forecasting future ones, and
mapping the route between them.
The board will select a candidate who already acts
like a chief strategist. Not surprisingly, given his or
her performance in previous positions, the new CEO
will continue to use the strategy approach and will be
considered a "natural" for the job.
Until scientists discover a gene for leadership - and
think of the repercussions of that in business, not to
mention politics - the debate about personality will
persist. Even if scientists find that leadership is more a
case of nurture than of nature, there will still be those
who think that only classic General Patton types can
lead an organization to success. Our research indicates
that leadership is more complicated than that, driven
not so much by what someone is like inside but by
what the outside demands.
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focus the work of their corporate teams ~round
these systems. For example, Coca-Cola's CEO,
Roberto Goizueta, oversees a program in which
country managers spend three days every six
months in planning sessions with the top corporate
team, examining every aspect of their businesses.
"We debate what we are doing right, what is working, and what we are doing wrong," says John
Hunter, principal operating officer and executive
vice president for the company's international operations. "We talk about strategies for the next year
and the next three years. We ask, 'What's going to
change in terms of our consumer, our market, the
marketplace environment, the competitors, and
our bottler system?' We run down and review all
these things, and then we say, 'Where do we need to
be three years from now and what do we need to do
to get there?'" Several weeks after these meetings,
the country managers fly to Coke's headquarters in
Atlanta, Georgia, to present their one- and threeyear strategic plans and operating budgets in another demanding process of debate, testing, and
planning. As is the case at many companies led by
strategy CEOs, these kinds of sessions are supplemented by several other forums throughout the
year devoted to strategy analysis and formulation.
Michael Dell of Dell Computer is another CEO
who plots his company's short- and long-term strategic path by gathering vast amounts of data. The
company, which assembles personal computers;
has specially trained employees who take 50,000
phone calls from customers every day and document and organize their comments, which are then
distributed to managers. In addition, every Friday, Dell managers from every functional area in
every plant and office around the world gather in
customer-advocate meetings, in which a dissatisfied customer addresses the managers over a speakerphone. "The point is to sensitize
the entire organization to the customer," Dell explains. "We want to
make everyone literally hear the
voice of the customer, to hear the
frustration when we do something
that makes it difficult to use our
products." Phone calls from customers are also used to spark ideas
for new products and services. As a
result of many calls from people
wondering if Dell made a small, powerful notebook
computer, for example, the company began assembling and distributing a lOa-megahertz Pentiumchip model. Dell was among the first to market
with the product. Michael Dell himself also logs on
to the Internet on a daily basis, scanning the bul-

letin boards and chat rooms used most frequently
by industry insiders and computer devotees for
information and opinions about market trends
and for reactions to his company's - and his competitors' -products.
What makes a CEO decide to take on the role of
chief strategist? Our research indicates that neither
industry type nor a company's national origin
seems to be a determining factor. Instead, one relevant issue appears to be the level of complexity in
the company or industry, in terms of technology,
geography, or organizational structure. Coca-Cola,
for example, has 32,000 employees in nearly 200
countries around the world. The volume and pace
of change seem particularly relevant as well. The
less stable the situation, the more likely the CEO is
to believe that he or she must be both lookout and
navigator. To play those roles well, we heard, the
CEO needs all the data-driven insight that this approach to leadership generates. Finally, we found
that the strategy approach is often selected by
CEOs who must frequently make decisions that
have enormous consequences. Again, this approach
provides the kind of information and involves the
sort of testing and planning that well-calculated
risk taking requires.

The Human-Assets Approach:
Managing One Person at a Time
Not every CEO who adopts the human-assets approach thinks that strategy belongs in the business
units, but most do. Their companies, many of the
CEOs in this category explain, are either too complex or, interestingly, too straightforward to make
long-term strategic planning a wise use of the
CEO's time. Instead, these executives believe that
in their particular organizations, success depends

Some companies are too
complex or too straightforward
to make long-term planning a
wise use of the CEO's time.
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on superior execution - the way members of their
companies make decisions, interact with customers, roll out new products, or design programs
to deflect or defeat the competition. Accordingly,
they believe that their imperative is to hire and cultivate the kind of individuals who will act intelli115
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Human-assets
CEOs have travel
schedules that
rival that of a
secretary of
state, with as
much as 90% of
their time spent
out of the oHice.

gently, swiftly, and appropriately without direct or
constant supervision. And they believe the way to
develop such individuals is by shaping the values
and behaviors of virtually every member of the organization into "company way" values and behaviors through a coherent set of systems, programs,
and policies. Our research indicates that this approach to leadership is the second most prevalent
after the box approach and is employed
by about
.

22% of the CEOswe surveyed.

As a group, human-assets CEOs communicate
and demonstrate what they want face-to-face.
Their travel schedules rival that of a secretary of
state or foreign minister, with as much as 90%
of their time spent out of the office. "People have
asked me time and again, 'Why do you spend all
that time traveling?' And the answer to that is
really kind of simple," says Al Zeien, CEO of
Gillette, the personal-care-products company with
34,000 employees worldwide. "I travel because
that's where the people are. I travel because I want
to be sure that people who are making the decisions
in, say, Argentina have the same reference base as I
do for the company. I want to make sure they are all
using the same ground rules I would use. I want to
see if they have the same objectives. I travel because you can only find these kinds of things on the
home ground."
While they are traveling, human-assets CEOs
tend to focus on several specific aspects of corporate policy. The first of these is hiring, an area that
occupies human-assets CEOs more than it does
chief executives in any other category. At PepsiCo,
116

for example, CEO Wayne Calloway
~
interviews every candidate for the top
600 jobs in the company. "It doesn't matter if
they're going to work in Pakistan or PhiladelphiaI get to talk to them," he says. "We have the chance
to get to know each other and make sure we have
the same values and objectives and standards in
mind. That way, when they're back in Pakistan and
somebody wants to do something, they will say,
'Well, I don't know. That's not what I heard, and I
heard it straight from Calloway himself, so I think
that's not what we ought to be doing.'" Calloway,
like many other human-assets CEOs, also occasionally monitors hiring at lower levels of the organization. For example, he was once involved in
hiring two new M.B.A.'s into PepsiCo's office in
Wichita, Kansas. Similarly, Herb Kelleher of Southwest Airlines says that he has participated in the selection of ramp agents at small regional airports.
Hiring, he explains, is "where it starts. It's the head
of the river, and if you pollute that, then you gradually pollute everything downstream." Speaking
more generally of his approach to leadership, Kelleher sounds another theme of human-assets CEOs:
"We hire great attitudes, and we'll teach them any
functionality that they need."
Human-assets CEOs also focus on other areas of
personnel management, such as training, incentives, career planning, and programs to increase
retention. AI Zeien, for instance, personally conducts 800 performance reviews per year at Gillette,
monitoring employees for their commitment to
acting in ways that benefit the entire company, not
HARVARD
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just their units or countries. He attends product development meetings in virtually every division of
the company to monitor R&D efforts, of course, but
also to identify star employees whom he can point
in directions they might not otherwise go. He once,
for example, engineered the move of a manager
from New Zealand to Gillette's operations in Redwood City, California, because he thought that the
manager showed great promise and that the transfer would benefit the man's career and the company. The New Zealander's boss had told Zeien that
the man would never leave his native country, so
Zeien did what any human-assets CEO would do:
He flew to New Zealand to convince the employee
in person. The man accepted the appointment.
Other human-assets CEOs show the same kind
of attention to personnel matters. At the British
food manufacturer United Biscuits, for example,
chief executive Eric Nicoli oversees a system that
evaluates the performance of hundreds of employees semiannually. The goal is to ensure that "motivated, caring, and optimistic" members of the organization are identified and rewarded, and that
others are retrained or let go. Echoing many other
CEOs in this category, Nicoli notes that close attention to so many individuals and careers requires
an enormous commitment of time but that it is the
only way to manage an operation in which the CEO
simply cannot be everywhere or know everything.
Although most human-assets CEOs tend to value
employees who display predictable "company
way" values such as honesty and loyalty to the corporation, they also believe in individual empowerment. These CEOs can and do give authority to
members of the organization to act quickly and
freely, without corporate approval.
This authority to act is awarded only
to employees who already conform
to the company's
way of doing
things. But in organizations led by
effective human-assets CEOs, this
group of proven team players is often
large. Consider what happened at
Southwest Airlines when Midway
Airlines went out of business in
1991. Within hours of Midway's
announcement, Southwest employees from Dallas
had physically taken over every Midway gate at the
Chicago airport. "I didn't even know they were going to Chicago when they left. They didn't call me
first," Kelleher recalls. "They came in later and
said, 'Hey, Chief, we just did something; we
thought you might like to know about it.'" They
never doubted his approval, Kelleher notes, because
"we have such a great congruency among our peo-

pIe." Congruency of values, and of the actions born
from them in the daily execution of corporate strategy, is the essence of the human-assets approach.

The Expertise Approach:
Championing Knowledge
A small but distinct portion of the CEOs we
interviewed, less than 15%, say that their main role
is to select, cultivate, and spread a competitive
expertise up, down, and across the business units of
the organization. Put another way, these chief executives believe that they must create a specific capability that will allow the organization to differentiate itself from its competitors and will thereby lead
the company to a position of sustainable advantage.
Expertise, we found, can be a process. Julian Ogilvie
Thompson, chairman of the South African mining
company Anglo American, devotes the bulk of his
time to honing and disseminating within the organization the company's unique competence in
deep-mining technologies. Expertise can be a Pflckage of ideas and techniques, such as the focus on the
brand-consumer relationship that drives the leadership of Charlotte Beers, CEO of the international
advertising agency Ogilvy & Mather. Expertise can
also be a concept. At Motorola, the CEO's commitment to unassailable quality defines the work of
the corporate office. When does a CEO decide to use
the expertise approach? When he or she believes
that a"well-conceived, carefully developed area of
competence is the surest way to gain and sustain a
competitive advantage.
In their daily activities, expertise CEOs cover
more organizational territory than CEOs from any

CEOs who use the expertise
approach don't just preach the
gospel of their expertise; they
create programs to reinforce it.
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other category because they do not become as involved in operational details. Instead, they focus on
shaping corporate policies .that will strengthen
their organizations' competencies. In hiring, for
example, expertise CEOs do not generally conduct
interviews. They do, however, design and monitor
the policies behind the hiring process to ensure that
their companies will attract candidates who are
experienced in the area of expertise or who seem
117
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inclined to become fully immersed in it.. Similarly,
expertise CEOs make sure that their companies' incentive programs reward employees who cultivate
the expertise and share it with colleagues. And they
design control and reporting systems that track
their companies' missions and establish a focal
point for all activity in the corporation. Expertise
CEOs usually do not devote much time to gathering or analyzing data. But they direct those who
perform that work to collect data that will help
them determine which types of knowledge or competencies are relevant to consumers, which competitors have the edge, and how much it will cost to
be the best.
An expertise CEO spends much of his or her time
focusing the organization on its area of expertise
and sending strong messages about the company's
priorities. At Motorola, for example, former CEO
Robert Galvin would walk out of meetings about
a business unit's performance after quality figures
were discussed, vividly demonstrating what he
deemed the company's unique competence and his
number one concern. CEOs who lead in this way,
however, don't just preach the gospel of their selected expertise; they are proficient at creating programs or systems that reinforce it. At Houstonbased Cooper Industries, which specializes in basic
low-tech manufacturing, CEO Robert Cizik deploys "SWAT teams" of manufacturing experts from within the company that travel from division to
division to investigate and upgrade
factory-floor practices and equipment. The teams have clout: Their
reports go directly to the CEO's office, and a yearlong stint on one of
these teams is mandatory for managers who want to move up in the
organization. At Anglo American,
Ogilvie Thompson has developed a cadre of highly
skilled men and women, called "consulting engineers," who travel to the company's operations
around the world and serve as line managers wherever they go. The consulting engineers, he says,
"pick up an idea from'the chaps at Premier diamond mine, who are running the operations with
skill, and are able to transfer this idea to the DeBeers group mines in Namibia or Botswana, really
for free, adding value to others." Ogilvie Thompson's commitment to this group - he often personally decides who becomes a consulting engineer
and determines where each will be assigned - reflects his commitment to the company's expertise.
Expertise CEOs formed the smallest group that
emerged in our research. The reason, we believe,

lies in the difficulty of sustaining the approach.
With the free flow of information and people between companies and countries, expertise is hard to
keep proprietary. In addition, an expertise won't remain relevant for long in an ever changing marketplace. Virtually every CEO in this category acknowledges these challenges. Cooper's Robert Cizik
believes that his company will soon need to embrace a new competence to stay ahead. And Charlotte Beers notes that competitors can and do "borrow" the marketing techniques Ogilvy & Mather
pioneered, the brand print and brand probe. But
like many proponents of this approach, Beers advocates expertise leadership for focusing an organization on what it must do to compete and win.

The Box Approach: Applying
the Pressure of Orthodoxy
From the most entrepreneurial software company
to the most conservative bank, every company has
a box - a set of procedural, financial, and cultural
controls to which members of the organization
must conform. All CEOs spend some of their time
designing and maintaining controls, and evaluating
the performance of business units and employees
relative to those controls. But CEOs who are truly
box leaders view these tasks as their primary re-

All CEOs spend some of their
time designing and maintaining
controls, but true box leaders see
this as their main responsibility.
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sponsibility. Our research shows that CEOs using
this approach are often running companies in highly regulated industries, such as banking, or in industries in which safety is a paramount concern,
such as airlines. These executives explain that their
business situations allow virtually no margin for
error, a reality that turns the design and application
of strict controls into the CEO's highest priority.
Box CEOs often sound remarkably similar to
human-assets executives. Leaders from both categories say that they are trying to build organizations in which each individual, in any circumstance, will act just as the CEO would. But instead
of using personnel development and the inculcation of values as their means, box CEOs use control
systems. Many of these executives say that "buildHARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW
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ing frameworks" and "drawing boundaries" are
their primary responsibilities. In other words, they
create explicit rules and rewards for acceptable
behaviors,outcomes,
and results. With such controls in place, box CEOs spend much of their time
attending to the exceptions-tracking down the reasons for missed deadlines, unexpected losses, or below-average performances of divisions or employees.
These CEOs frequently use internal
reviews and external audits, employee rating scales, strict policies, and
financial reports. They usually spend
their days at corporate headquarters
meeting with the managers responsible for business units or with other
members of the corporate team, and
scrutinizing proposals for new programs or requests
for resource allocations. They study reports from
the field concerning performance, often request additional data, and rigorously question what they see
and hear. Finally, box CEOs tend to be intensely
involved in company communications, both external and internal. Maurice Lippens, chairman of Fortis, an international financial-services company
based in Belgium, puts an umbrella over all these
activities when he describes his most important
role as "applying the pressure of orthodoxy to the
corporation." This phrase captures the essence of
the box CEO.
Thirty percent of the CEOs we interviewed devote enough of their time and attention to the techniques mentioned above to be considered box leaders. Lippens, for example, employs hundreds of
auditors to monitor the performance of each business unit on an ongoing basis and benchmark it
against other units as well as competitors. At HSBC
Holdings, formerly known as HongKong Shanghai
Banking Company, chief executive John Bond oversees guidelines that control every aspect of the
company's information technology system. The
small staff of experts who run the bank's computer
network are located at headquarters
in London and are charged with
maintaining a system that cannot
"be tinkered with," in Bond's words.
Moreover, Bond carefully monitors
other aspects of the bank's information systems. "Every unit writes a
technology plan each year on what
they plan to spend on development,
what they plan to spend on operations, and what
equipment they plan to buy," he says. "That is reviewed here down to the last PC, and we will say,
'You don't need to buy a new computer in Malaysia;

we can supply it from Indonesia.' We can control
the movement of equipment around the world from
London, and I can assure you it is a very detailed
plan, but it isn't very popular."
.
Bond is not the only box CEO who acknowledges
the negative side effects of the approach. Control

Control systems can be stifling,
but they bring clarity and
predictability-two powerful
competitive weapons.
systems can be stifling for those at the receiving
end. But he also notes, like many other executives
in this category, that the box approach brings enormous clarity and predictability, both of which can
be powerful competitive weapons. "We believe ours
is a business based on trust," Bond says of HSBC
Holdings, which operates 3,000 banking offices in
68 countries. The company's control system leads
to consistent performance by tellers and credit officers branch to branch, country to country, year to
year. Such consistency begets trust. "The customers love it," Bond says.
The box approach is most prevalent in industries
that demand strict procedural and financial controls, but we also found some CEOs using controls
that were more cultural in nature. One example is
Claude BeMar, president ofAXA Group, an international insurance company based in France.
BeMar has invented a language of words and symbols in an effort to create uniform priorities, behaviors, and goals among the organization's 50,000 employees in 12 countries. The language includes
phrases such as "TNT action" and "the trap of immobility." Employees across units and national
borders are encouraged to use the first phrase to ex-

The president of AX A has
invented a special language to
try to unify 50,000 employees.
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press the rapid implementation of decisions and the
second to describe where people find themselves
when they are unwilling to change. The point of the
shared language, BeMar says, is to create a corps of
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like-minded employees who freely and clearly exchange intelligence and technical advice, both of
which are competitive weapons in the decentralized insurance and financial services markets.
Called AXAnetics, the company's language is
taught annually to thousands of employees in a
French castle recently converted into the company's university.
Despite their attention to control systems, almost all box CEOs devote some time to cultivating,
in small doses, the kind of creative, nonconformist
behavior that their approach usually does not reward. At BankAmerica, for instance, chairman
Richard Rosenberg reads dozens of internal newsletters in search of fresh and innovative marketing

the near future. Indeed, the majority of CEOs in our
study, even those who use the box approach, talk
about initiating, championing, or simply overseeing change. But a much smaller group, about 15%
of the total, actually fall into the category of change
agents. These CEOs identify their chief role as
directing the complete overhaul of practically
everything about their companies, down to the fundamental underpinnings.
Unlike strategy CEOs, change agents focus not
on where their organizations will end up but on
how they will get there~ These CEOs cultivate an
environment of constant questioning and risk taking, and frequent reinvention of business practices
and products. Change, these CEOs explain, is the
best way to deliver consistently extraordinary results. It should be noted that the CEOs we identified as
change agents are all leading profitable organizations. But they still
believe that deeply entrenched ways
of doing business will ultimately
be their companies' undoing. Their
job, as they see it, is to create an
environment of constant renewal.
Indeed, a leitmotiv of our conversations with these chief executives was their goal of
building not just better organizations but organizations that enthusiastically
embrace ambiguity,
uncertainty, and upheaval.
Compared with CEOs in other categories, change
agents are rather unconcerned with financial or
procedural controls, written reports, planning cycles, and guidelines. They spend their days meeting
with employees, customers, suppliers, and shareholders to champion change and encourage others
to do the same - or at least to be patient while
change is under way. Virtually no one is neglected.
Change agents visit factories to talk with line
workers, attend company picnics, and answer their
E-mail and voice mail messages daily.
All areas of corporate policy do, in relatively even
doses, receive the change agent's attention. But if
any area receives special attention, it is compensation, perhaps because pay and promotion are two of
the most powerful tools for overcoming the aversion many people have to what is new and unpredictable. The first official act of many change
agents, in fact, is to revamp their companies' performance-review and reward systems. Managers responsible for recruiting, for example, are instructed
to hire nonconformists and risk takers, and then receive bonuses for doing so. Engineers or scientists
in R&.D are compensated for breakthrough products rather than product extensions. Stephen Fried-

Unlike strategy CEOs, change
agents focus not on where their
organizations will end up but on
how they will get there.
ideas-and thinkers-to introduce to the rest of the
organization. At NatWest Group, one of the United
Kingdom's largest banks, chief executive Derek
Wanless leads several teams of employees in an effort to draw individuals out of their highly structured roles and to encourage them to bring their
creativity to issues such as diversity and new products and services. And at British Airways, chairman
Colin Marshall regularly travels to airports and BA
offices to meet with small groups of employees for
sessions of what he calls "listening to the moaning." Marshall admits that he sometimes hears
complaints about the company's degree of centralized authority. But he is quick to point out that, for
the most part, people at BA do in fact understand
the purpose of the organization's tight controls.
Speaking for many CEOs in this category, he asserts
that of all the leadership approaches, the box approach is tlie best way to deliver what the customer
wants most: no surprises.

The Change Approach: Upending
the StatusQuo
It's hard to be a CEO today without talking about
the importance
of change. With all the positive
press change gets, virtually
every constituent
group, from shareholders to employees, expects to
hear that change is under way or at least planned for
12.0
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man, the former managing partner of the investment bank Goldman Sachs, relates an example of
how his organization realigned rewards to promote
change. When the bank's leadership team initially
decided that the organization had to expand internationally to stay competitive, there were few volunteers for its foreign offices. "It was just not valued as an attractive career opportunity by most of
our U.S. people, and their spouses didn't necessarily
want to go, and their dogs couldn't possibly endure
living in Tokyo," Friedman recalls. "So we took an
exceptionally talented young banker and promoted
him to partner two years ahead of his class because
he went to Asia at great personal sacrifice."
Friedman recounts another experience that illustrates one of the change agent's most important
techniques: consensus building. Because change
can be extremely disconcerting to members of an
organization, change agents must often shepherd
new ideas over rough terrain. For example, one of
Friedman's first steps as a change agent in the early
1980s was to form a strategic planning committee
in the investment banking division. "We composed
the committee of bright, iconoclastic, younger people below the senior managerial levels, so they had
no compulsion to defend the status quo," he says.
Several members of this committee suggested that
Goldman get into the junk bond business. Friedman came to support the idea, but he knew that his
personal enthusiasm wouldn't carry the day within
the bank, long a bastion of conservatism. For help,
Friedman asked an experienced partner, widely
considered to be among the bank's most intelligent
and cautious, to conduct a study to determine
whether and how Goldman should enter the junk
bond business. "He came to the same conclusion
we did, but with a lot more documentation and
some useful refinements," Friedman says. "And
now he had bought in and was behind the plan. It
had establishment blessing."
Change agents often combine consensus building
with another, somewhat contradictory technique:
occasional public and dramatic displays of top management's strong support for new ways of doing
business. At Tenneco, CEO Dana Mead sets virtually unattainable financial targets for the business
units and then actually incorporates them into the
budget. He requires Tenneco's five divisional CEOs
to give monthly presentations about their performance relative to those targets in an open forum.
"The pressure this builds is terrific, and it works,"
he notes. Mead, like many other executives in this
category, relies heavily on company newsletters to
communicate,
and many change agents create
monthly or quarterly videos .that extol areas of their
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW
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companies that have come up with innovative
products or programs. CEOs in this category also
communicate through their actions, firing highprofile managers who are not effecting change
quickly enough, or divesting entire divisions for the
same reason. J.P. Bolduc, the former CEO of W.R.
Grace, recalls that he sold a Belgian mattress-ticking manufacturer that was one of the company's
best-performing subsidiaries because it didn't fit into his new, "reinvented" vision of the company.
The move, he says, put W.R. Grace in "cultural
shock." But, he adds, "nobody believed what we
were trying to do, so it became clear we had to
break through the sound barrier." This kind of
move appears to be the flip side of the change
agent's use of consensus building, but the two form
sum and substance of the approach.
Finally, change agents are distinct in their enthusiasm for the kinds of individuals who are often un-

Initially, a change agent often revamps a company's performancereview and reward systems.
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welcome in other types of' organizations. These
CEOs tend to value, as Dana Mead puts it, "recalcitrants, troublemakers, or gadflies." Mead admits
that such people don't always make for smooth
meetings, but they do raise the kinds of questions
and launch the kinds of plans that lead to substantial change. As an example, Mead points to an employee he hired soon after his appointment as CEO.
The man had come to the United States as a
refugee, worked his way through
Stanford University, and then went
on to become a White House Fellow.
"He is the most aggressive, smartest
guy you have ever seen, but he can
stir things up and step on toes,"
Mead says, noting that he has had to
placate the man's direct bosses more
than once. But, he adds, "he is exactly the mold we would like to see around here.
He brings in some very exciting projects for us,
and he delivers results."
Not surprisingly, our research suggests that a
CEO who takes on the role of change agent takes
on perhaps the most demanding and daunting of
the five leadership approaches. Change is almost
always accompanied by controversy, discomfort,
and resistance. All the change agents in our survey
comment on this frustrating reality. They also describe how this approach often forces them to rise
above their natural inclinations to move more
slowly or give people more leeway. That is, the
change approach sometimes requires people to lead
in ways inconsistent with their personalities. But
Stephen Friedman speaks for many change agents
when he describes the approach as more of a calling
than a management style. "Change for the sake of
change makes no sense, of course," he says. "But
if you're not working for constructive strategic
change, then you are the steward of something that
must, by definition, erode. Competitors will surpass you, and clients will find you less relevant. If
that was your approach, why would you even want
the job?"

Our immediate answer was that CEOs do play
a relevant role in business. That role is leadership,
but not leadership defined as an outgrowth of a
strong and charismatic personality - a talent born
and not made. Some people are naturally given to
inspiring the troops and leading charges, but business leaders must also create a clear purpose and direction for an organization. And they must align all
corporate systems with that direction for a sus-

The stakes are too high for a
CEO to lead without clarity,
consistency, and commitment.

A Framework for Understanding
Leadership
During a recent forum on business in the year
2001, we were asked if we had concluded from our
research that, in fact, CEOs were becoming obsolete. With business units in so many companies independently making decisions that used to be the
sole right of the corporate office, the questioning
went, what was really left for the CEO to do all day?
How could he or she continue to add value?
12.2.

tained period and build organizational commitment to common goals. The five approaches that
emerged from our research are the five ways that
many CEOs choose to deliver clarity, consistency,
and commitment.
In the course of our research, we encountered
thriving organizations and those in severe crisis.
What role does the CEO's approach to leadership
play? Does a well-planned approach correctly
matched to the business situation yield success?
We are still analyzing that fundamental issue. A
strong link appears to exist, but we cannot yet
demonstrate a direct correlation.
What we can state definitively from our research
thus far is not exactly what we set out to find. We
have found that some CEOs simply do not lead, try
as they might. Some employ a little of each of the
five leadership approaches simultaneously,
destroying organizational focus and thus organizational effectiveness. For some, their days are driven
by whatever event appears on their calendars or
whatever crises erupt. Others act according to their
natural inclinations, doing what feels enjoyable and
easy. At best, those ways of leading create confusion; at worst, they create misguided or unguided
organizations. Either way, they are a mistake. The
stakes are too high for a chief executive to lead
without conscious intent.
The five approaches that emerged from our research are certainly not boilerplate solutions for
success, nor are they rigid roles in which all CEOs
can be cast. Business is too complex for such simple
analysis. But the five approaches do offer a framework for understanding how CEOs manage to give
structure and meaning to their infinite jobs, learning to lead as they go.
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A vice president demonstrates for
colleagues one way to plot new
organizational strategies.
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New executives learn
and practice essential
leadership and innovation

· How can we attract the worldwide
talent needed for this outstanding
growth?

skills Ihr8gh a special

Because Motorola has exceeded
its targeted annual growth rate of 15

five-da, seminar and two

percent per year for the past few
years, the newly appointed VPs have

,ears of follow-up events.

an unusual challenge-how

to sustain

the growth of their already expanding corporation.

I

n the Vice President
Institute
(VPI), a leadership development

program
for new vice presidents, top executives of Motorola
Inc. pitch challenging questions to
start the VPs on the path to professional growth.

management.
Gary Tooker, CEO
and vice chairman
of the board,
opens the program.
Bob Galvin,

· What will our organizational
ture look like in 2025?

struc-

chairman of the executive committee; Chris Galvin, president
and

How does our structure need to
be different to support our vision?

chief operating
officer; and Bill
Weisz, chairman of the board, also
spend significant time with the participants. Debby King, then-director
of executive education, had a major
part in developing the program.

.

· What

needed?
.~

Leading growth in new directions
using new methods is the theme of
the five-day institute, which has the
backing and commitment
of top

new technologies

will be

.

· What skills will our managers need
r the growth we are experiencing
_dd the world changes
we are
encountering?
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Besides interaction with the CEO
and other top executives, the insti-

19 9 5

I

tute offers constant networking with
colleagues, seminars with experts on
creativity and globalization, and individual assessment
and leadership
coaching. So far, about 200 new vice
presidents
have participated
in the
VPl since the pilot session in May
1992.
The Motorola vice presidents participate in a two-year process, which
begins with the five-day seminar program. This training program is fol-

SETUP

AND GOALS OF THE VPI

King introduced

the institute-a.

flew

model for Motorola executive education-to
the office of the CEO in
1991 as a way to promote networking and to develop leadership abilities. Previous training presented one
topic per year to all vice presidents,
challenging them to address that particular

issue within their own busi-

~

ness unit or function. As Motorola
decentralized many of its operations,
the company's
executives realized
they needed to foster more connections among the vice presidents who
head individual business units.
King's program identifies critical
issues that span several business units
or functions, providing a forum to
bring together the VPs responsible
for those areas. The VPs then create
working teams of executives
to address the issues, and
the teams build new networks aimed at changing
Motorola's business to meet
the demands of worldwide
growth.
In developing
the VPI,
Motorola established three
overall aims. First, to teach

lowed by a series of alumni events
designed to sustain learning, introduce new tools and continue the networking opportunities.

Below: Participants in Motorola
Corp.'s VP Institute discuss new
technologies and directions for
growth. Inset right: Lively discussion is common in small-group
sessions designed to build teams
and encourage networking.

the vice presidents
about
the company's unique heritage so they understand
why the company has outstripped
its competition
and is uniquely positioned
to grow. Galvin explains
the significance
of this
growth in the past and the basis it
provides for Motorola's
continued
renewal.
Second, to help the vice presidents explore ways to invent
technologies and businesses-not

new
just

new products. To those ends, the VPl
focuses on innovation, globalization
and communication. Finally, to foster
networking
among vice presidents
from different
countries,
and genders by carefully
participants.
Program
planners
set
goals to carry"out those
complete the program, the
be able to
. Identify the company's

cultures
selecting
specific
aims. To
VPs must

key leader-

ship success factors.
Discuss the CEO's leadership expec-

.

tations for this decade and the next.
Examine their personal impact in

.
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the organization ar;td leverage their
natwcd leadership skills.
Build stronger networks across all
sectors, groups and functions.
Initiate an IS-month process for
achieving personal development.
After collaborating with the office
of the CEO to define and refine these
VPI objectives, King brought in
Struxor Inc. of Scottsdale, Ariz., a consulting firm specializing in executive
education, to identify and clarify the
learning processes necessary to meet
the VPI objectives and develop a
training program. As part of the devel.opment. process, Struxor interviewed
Motorola executives at
all levelsof experience to
~E
validate ,the objectives.

.
.

DEVELOPING
LEADERS

.

VPI

ALUMNI PROGRAM

"It is very important that we support
the netWorks developed during the
first week ~f VPI, by providing further educationanfil an opportunity
for the vice, presidents
to meet
again," King emphasizes in 'describ-.
ing the follow-up program.
For example, one alumni eve~t
focused on scenari~
planning
skills. The event also
. provided a detailed
overview()f,.~,oppor~
VPIHAS..PROVIDEJ)
tunities and challenges
A CONNECTION
FOR BUSY,
for Motorola in Latin
Am,erica. Combining
.
GEOGRAPHICALLY
SCATI"ERED
those
two
topics
ensured that' the VPs
VICE
PRESIDENTS.
were using the .scenario-

CEO Gary Tooker
starts the program by
dis~ussing Motorola's
leadership profile, his views on the
growing corporation and the need to
have well-rounded leaders. He also
makes .it clear that this group of leaders is expected to be accountable for
the company's future: On the fmal
training day Tooker com ~
to 1isten to the vice presidents' presentitions on globalization
and new
business ideas. He talks with them
about issues that they've raised and
often charters teams to take on the
issues as personal responsibilities.
"The true role of a leader is to
lead people in new directions," says
Chairman Galvin. To spark this kind
of leadership, Motorola brings in
exciting outside spe'dkers to lead discussions of issues and teach skills the
VPs will need.
Renowned globalization expert
Charles
Hampden
Turner
of
Cambridge University leads a day of
sessions on how to deal with dinercnt culturcs when trying to grow a
bushless. VPI participants discuss the
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p~gram, and -we.also ask them to
evaluate it for us at the end of the
week so we can. make adjustments
before the next class."

varied systems of v3lues, motivations
and ~0f.1S
that affect business
decisions aDd pr~esses across cultural boundaries. They learn about
tlexible management systems and
proced~
for optimum use of cultural variety in building organizatiohal capability.
William Miller of Global Creativity
Corp. in Austin conducts working sessions on creativity and innovation. He
teaches the VPs four innovation styles
and other tools such .as scenariobased planning. They appiy the four
styles as part of the CreatiVeJourney.
This process is designed'to generate a
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Introduction

This article is the first in a series tbat is written on leadership as perceived by
managers in the ASEAN perspeCtives on excellence in 1eadership(APEL) research project. The APEL research project was initiated in 1991 and funded by
University of Brunei Darussalam. AssQCiateresearchers in each ASEAN country assisted the research team to redUce respondent~s anXieties or concenis and
to help in the cultural interpretation of findings. The research ~ates
are seen
as important intermediaries in such cross-cultural studies and in the drtDing
of .
visited
the research instruments (see Appendix). Members of tbe research ~.
the'various ASEAN coUntries and with the assistance of the researCh associates
.

conducted inierviews,'gathered critical. ~nt

stlldies from' Dumagers

_.. ,

Q Sort.
.,

~~...:tt~'ij
F~

t{J-..

'.1:'.'121)..tl,:Jc~f'f~tti

and

developed a questionn&ire-based research instrument. In total 105 days were
spent in the 5 ASEAN countries by members of the research team (not including
Brunei Darussalanl). A 3-day APEL Workshop was held in Brunei DaruSsaWn,
where the researchers, associated and about 30 managers from the private and
public sectorS in'Brunei Darussal~ participated. The purpose of the workshop
was two-fold; to bring together the associates and' the researchers to disCuss
issues and concerns of the research and to develop a closer working relationship
between associates and researchers 'and secondly to seek .the views of practising
managers in a workshop setting. Over 350 tnailagers participated in the APEL
research from aU 6.ASEAN. countries (Brunei DarussaJ~m, Indonesia, Malay-

sia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand).

This research is part of a major study which attempts to study peteeptions
of excellence. in leadership within both private and public sectoJ o£SaDisations
inASEAN countries. One of the problem in this type of research isthecomplication in understanding .the cultural variance' contributing to .~
ex<:el-lence in tbe
countries
of
ASEAN.
To
overcome
this
deficiency
the
findings
of the
.
research will be interpreted using a. number of cultural meaSure instruments, .
.

I
I,

.

.

.

.

including interviews.Figure 1illustrates the overall Methodological Framework

of the APEL research.
A major purpose of the APEL research is to generate across-cult\1r81~cOm.;
posite leadership prome of man~ers in both the private and public IQCtors1nASEAN. The research expects to highlight similarities and ditTerencesiD leadership characteristics and to identify cultural factors that influence exceUence in
leadership in the countries of ASEAN. This paper does not, however,covertbe
ASEAN cOuntries alone, though the purpose of APEL is. This paper reports the
findings of an exploratory study conducted at the AIM andVOTECH, where
the sample population were student-managers from countries of ASIA, inclllding ASEAN. Table 1 shows the nationality composition of the respondents.
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Concept of excellence In leadership
Southeast Asia is characterised by immense economic growth, social confidence
and cultural resurgence..All sectors, whetber public or priv~te, require talented
professional

manag~rs

- skilled,

culturally-oriented,

quality:.conscious

and cus-

tomer-driven. This is seen as a prerequisite for mainialning'the socio-economic
momentum, competitive..edge for sustaining the economic prosperity of the
region. This dynamism has created a new awareness of manasement practices
of the East. Academics and businessmen alike are trying to understand Eastern
managers and their value systems. Writer's such as, Hairi Dedi (1990) and William Ochi havepopularlsed Asian ~anagemeliUo both the East and the West.
On excellence in management, writers such as Peters .nd Waterman (1983)
and Kantor (1985) influenced management thinking and practices. This ~ignalled a change from or added to the. study of Organisational effectiveness, the
concept of 'excellence' in management. 'Excellent'or 's~ful'organisations
build their mission statements and Organisational values around the recognition
or the value of their people. They believe that the most important resource
within an organisation is the workforce and that the perrormance of the organisation rests' on the skills, knowledge, attitudes and other, .characteristics of the
.
workforce.
Peters and Waterman's work has been subjected to a number of criticisms
(Carroll 1983, Guest 1992). Carrol states that the authors fail to explain:
. why favourable cultures occur in some companies and not in others.
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. why some companies may lose their positive attitudes.
. why management effectiveness has not been included as a measure of corporate performance.

. why excellent has been narrowly defined.

.

. why they have chosen a purely rational model for explaining corporate per-

formance.

'

However, from this research point of view, Peters and Waterman's work
contributes to the understanding of the process ofexce11ence and do not create
Ii 'numerative determinism' (Carroll 1983, p. 88) as found in a purely rational
model. Such a"model does 110t form the basis for determining excelleJ;lce in
,-

leadership in this study.

Armstrong (1991) stresses that management roles have changed ,and that
managers have greater responsibility, autonomy, encouraged to be more entrepreneUrial and rewards commensurate with performance (p. 25). Organisations
are becoming acutely aware of the shortcomings of their managers and are
seeking ways of measuring skills required in management positions. One of the
earliest was Fine's Function Job Analysis (Fine 1914). This technique, initially
developed in the 19308,attempted to describe positions; especially non-managerial and technical jobs, in terms of elements and dimensions.
McCormick (1972) popularised thc:.Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ)
first developed'in the 1960's. ,It is a structured questionnaire that measures the
elCm~ts thatcharacterise'hiunAn behaviour, in jobs. Elem~ts are measured on
scales of extent of,use; i;mportarice to the job, amount of time and possibility of
occurrence. The main disadvantage of pAQ is that' it measures on limited
infotmation 'on job content and there is no identifICation on what is important
"

in measuring Organisa6ona1 performance.

Rec:ently the United States Office of Personnel Management (1985) develoPed the Managenient Excellence'Inventory (MEI). The MEI was ~gned
to
measure the skills of effectiye managers and consisted of competencies that are
required by.managers to be effeCtivein their jo\)s. The data for the MEI instrument was gathered through govemmennvide 'surveys, job and role surveys,
critical incident interviews and job analysis panels; and the findings were validated by rigorous field studies, testing, empirical research and demonstrated
_The

consistency with emerging theories of management (Flanders 1983, 1985).

MEI competency-based model of job performance distipguishes the competencies necessary to achieve management excellence. The model elements are organised along three dimensions:
. managerial functions,
. effectiveness characteristics of managers, and

. management
levels.
32
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Researchers and writers alike have evaded the precise definition of excellence
but have gone on to prescribe instruments for measuring excellence. One can
however conclude that the dimensions of excellence are governed by factors
such as; the object to be measured, object of measure and the environment of
the object. It is within these parameters that. "exceUence" is measured. If this

rationalisation can be accepted, we can say that the search for the definition of
excellencestops here. ExceUenceis object specificand
attemPts at universalising
.

the conceptWiUbeunproductive.

There are many unanswered questions about the dimensions of excellence
and its relationship to leadership. The traditional literature on leadershiP has
focused on factors such as etTectiveness.productivity and efficiency.This view
has not changed drastically but has a ncWfocus with the concept of excellence
as a wider perspective.The notion of excellenceis looslydefined and is a general
theme that avoids quantification of precise measures and allows researehers
.
room to explore in indepth the dynamics and relativities that contribute to the
elusive meaning of excellen~.
Excellencein this research ~ts
the above restrictions and the concept of
excellencein leadership is seen as a combination of factors desirable for good
leadershipwithin a contextual framework.In this research the contextual framework is taken to be cultural.
Leadership may be "defined as a procesSof social interaction between the
(petzallhis
et'al.
leader and his or her subordinates; in wbiChthe leader seeks to influence
or
her subordinates to achieve'the objectives of the organisation"
1991.p: 143).1t is evident then that there is a closerelationship betweenleadership and power. The ability of the leader to influencesubordinates depends very
much on the power relationship between the tWoand the situation in which the
relationship takes place.
John Kotter has for the last ~articulated
his views on power and
influenceof managers and leaders(198S)and in his recent book,71re Leadership
Factor(1988)distinguishedleaders from managers. He purports that managers
are different to leaders in that managers.administer large bureaucracies and
ensure stability while leaders are change agents. The leader is seen as one who
can respond to change positively and one who actively creates change - the
transfonnationalleader (Bass and Avolio 1990. p. 21).
More and more ~rchers
are looking at the 'soft' and 'hard' skills of
power in relation to achievingexcellencein leadership. Hart skills are those that
. are fonnalised and are expectedofleaders and subordinates in a given situation.
Rost (1991, p. 3) says that leadership research emphasis to-date has been on
peripheral elements which "allows leadership practitioners to seize something
tangible in their quest to define and practice leadership and to believe in the
effectivenessof the prescribedbehaviour". Soft skillsmay not be formalised and
to an outsider they may not be obvious. Most organisations have fonnalised
33
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power and authority structures and managers are fast to recognise that this
alone does not bring excellence to their leadership. There are other factors or
values. that contribute to achieving this excellence. This may depend on factors
such as, the environment and culture. As ~t (1991,p. 4) sums up, too much
emphasis has gone to the "periphery and content syndrome" and too little to the
.

pr~

of leade~hip.

The main reason for the. fascination which the subject of leadership exerts
over the minds of researchers and managers alike is the assumption that it is a
key variable in organisational productivity; organisational performanc::e and
employee satisfaction (petzall et aI. 1991, p.144). Stogdill (1974) and Bass
(1981) reported that there have been about 5,000 empirical studies on leadership
and many researchers are of the opinion that we still know. nothing on the
subject. To refute this claim, tlouse and Baetz (1979), following a large scale
survey on leadership studies, concluded thai the accumulated research evidence
is sufficient to make several valid generalisations, and to point the way
towards
.

the construction of a-com.prehensiveleadership theory.

House and Baetz (p. 348) also suggest that leadership can significantly influence organisational effectiveness and individual satisfaction, but may not aIways produce positive outcomes for organisations or individuals. They further
add that it is far more important. to specify the ~nditions under which leadership take place and to be aware that leadership is always a two-way process;
where the behaviour of leaders is influenced by interactions with and expecta..
tions of their followers. .The concept of excellence in leadership goes further than
this to include values that may impinge on this relationship such as, influences
of the environment and organisational demands. In this study, we have id~ntifiedrdnety. four statements of a multi-dimensional nature covering personal
qUalities, managerial behaviour, organisational demands and environmental
influences as a measure of excellence in leadership as perceived by managers.
Figure 2 illustrates the conceptual framework for the study of~xcellence in

leadership.

. Research

-.

.

Method

In preparing for the APEL research, a pilot study was conducted at the Asian
Institute of Management (AIM) and at the Vocational Technical Institute
(VOC- TECH), a Southeast Asian Management Education Organisation
.(SEAMEO) institute located in Brunei Darussalam. The AIM is one of the
premier management institute in Asia that trains managers and ,VOC-TECH
conducts training in management education for senior educationalist from
34
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'I8IJIeI. DemosraPhic Dctailaof RC8pOIIdcBtsin tbePilot Study
Age

%

Under 35 52
2S
35-40
13
41-45
5
46-SO
4
Over SO

Sex

%

Male
Female

85
15

Size of Orpoisation

%

Under SO"
51- 100

17
13
21
5
43

. 101..,. SOO

SOI-I001
Over 1000

Value Stat.menta

Religion
Buddhism
CristiaDity
Hinduism
IslaJD
Others

.

%

'

Nationality
Biuneian
CbiDae
Indian
1Ddocbinese

11
40
16
28
5

....JIi8n
FiIippino
Thai
Othcn

%

Industry

%

. 31

Private
Public::

,57
43

31
8
3
32
3
7

Seniority

%

Btboicity'

%

Supervisor
Middle MaDapi'
Senior MaDapi"

21
45
33

Chinese
1IIctiaD
MaJayaian/lD4oncsian
F'ilippino
Thai
()tben

5
29
19
29
3
4

,.

The 'collection of ninety-four' statements were put together bythe four APEL,
researchers with the help of research assOOia~. in'irarlou$ ASSAN countries
teaderah.ipandmaaaFment'excelafter an in-dep,th study of the HteratUre.Ofl
lence: W~rks of people such as, H ]kdi(1990); PeterS and' Watermen (t 9~3),
(1979),
Rost (1991), Burns (1978, 1984), Ho1'1~~~.(1978), Hunt an~ ~n
Pascale and',Athos (1981), Prigogine (19s.4},KaDtor (1985),' Mukhi' (1989)~
.
Bei)nis and Nanu$ (1985), Bennis (1983~'1989a,1989b),Srivastava
(1983)'wcre
",
.
_
<:<>nsultedin developing of the statements.' ,'-'
""
,

j

The Finding.
In this paper we will discuss.the importance given.to the statements by the
respondents in sorting the statements to categoriesof; Personal Qualities, Managerial Behaviours, Organisatlonal, Demands and Bnvironmental Influences,
and the priority, ranking given by the respondents to items in each category.
A nine-point:'scaleinstrument, similar to Likert scale was used in the measure of the importance given to each statement. The respondents placed the
36
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Induitry %
Private
Public

statements in a position marked on the scale. One indicating low importance
and nine indicating high importance. This was to duplicate the kind df rating for
an item which a questionnaire will normally provide.

57
43

Importance of Statements

ty

%

.iaD/tndonesian
10

5
29
19
29
3
4

The Managers ranked the 10.most important statements that they perceived'
contributed to excellence in leadership (see Table 2: Importance Ranking of
Excellence in Leadership Statements). Statistical mean was used in ranking the
~portance of the statements.
Table2. Importance Ranking of Excellence in Leadership Statements
.

Men RaUiIIc
8.0
be honest
8.0
have a strategic vision for the orpnsation
7.9
give recopition for 8004 work
.
7.9
have confidence. in dealing with people
7.9
motivate employees
7.8
continue to team how to improve performance
7.7
organise work time efficiently
7.6
develop strategies to gain a comparative ~gc in the industry .
7.6
create a ICD8Cof purpose and enthusiasm in the workplace'
7.6
lilteD when employees want to say IOmetbina

It is interesting to note thatnot all the ten statements of excellence in leadership ranked by the respondents appear in the four categori~ of the perspectives
'.,

on excellencein leadership measures (fables 3 to 6). Q}!tof the ten:excellence .
in leadership statements. only six statements are foUnd in the perspectives on
.

excellence in leadership categories. It appeaus that what. respondents perceive as
important statements in the personal, managerial, organisational and environmental categories of perspectives on excellence in leadership may not be seen as

important ~cellence in leadership statements..

;

tatements by the
LIQualities, Manlental Influences,
(}each category.
. used in the meatdents placed the

The research also shows that of the ten least important statements of excellence in leadership ranked, return favours (5.1), behave in accordance with his
or her beliefs (5.1) and follow the heart - not the head -, in compassionate
matters (4.5) were judged as being important in the Personal Quality category
and be formal when dealing with employees at work (4.6) was seen as important
in the Managerial Behaviour category.
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. The research indicates that the respondents seem to generally perceive honesty as the most important statement in the 1l)easU1'eQfexcellence in leadership.
This also was ranked as the most important personal quality of the leader
(Table 3). Strategic vision, a responsibility of top management (Viljoen 1991,
p. 73) is ranked second most important statement in the measurement of excellence in leadership and fourth as the most important- organisational quality
(Table 5). It is interesting that this bas not appeared in ranking of importance
.

in managerial behaviour (Table 4).'This may reflect the general shift in making

the whole organisation "involved" in long term goals of organisations than
leaving this function to top management totally.
Motivating employees, improving performance. creating a sense of purpose
and enthusiasm in the work place and listening to ~ployees are also found in
both the impo~nce ranking of excellence in leadership statements and in the
managerial behaviour category of the perspectives on excellence in leadership.
This indicat~s that the respondents see a greater number of criteria from managerial behaviour as a greater contributor to excellence in leadership than
personal qualities of the manager, organisational demands or environmental
influences. This may not be due to managerial behaviour being of greater
importance than the other three categorieS, but the number of value measures
attributed to managerial behaviour may be more.

Perspectives

on Excellence 'In Leadership

Most studies in Leadership have placed some sort of a framework to explain the
'dimensions' of leadership influences and asRost says his book, "Leadership for
the twenty-first. Century is a critique of the efforts of leadership scholars and
practitioners in the twentieth century, to understand leadership based on .the
values and cultural norms of the industrial paradigm~' (1991, p. xiV}.-This is a
convenient method of studying the multitude of variables that can influence
leadershipin'any,setting..Thesemeasures
are not fIXedand.it is preferable not
to prescribe one or a narrow collection of variables as measures of excellence in
leadership (Rost 1991, p. 18, Bennis and Nanus 1985, p.6, Manz and Sims J989,
Sergiovanni 1990). This study shows that DUJnagers perceive statements as
belonging to more than one category. In some cases the support for two or more
categories is relatively strong. To illustrate this effect the Conceptual Frame'work for the Study of Excellence in Leadership was developed and is illustrat~

in Figure 2.

'

This approach avoids ,the pitfall of studying dimensions of. excellence in
leadership according to specific prescriptive categories. Respondents may view
38
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the same statement contributing to excellence in leadership as coming from
more than one'categorY. Figure 3a, being honest and Figure 3b, having a
strategic vision for the organisation illustrates this pamt.
In. the following discussions the rankings within each category has been
culled previously using the fifty percent support from the respondents as the
cut-otTpoint in determining a statement was placed in a particular category.
PersonidQualities: Personal qualities refers to the personal values, skills,
beliefs, attitudes and behaviours of the manager irrespective of profession or
organisation. These are the deep-rooted, personal (actors that determines a
Table 3. Personal QualitiCs
Meaa RaakI8c

he
or
ld
he'
;a
ce
lot
in
{9,
as
Ire
teed
in
ew

8.0
7.S
7.4
7.4
7.4
7.3
7.3
7.2
7.2
6.7
6.7
6.6
6.3
6.3
S.9

S.7
S.1
S.1
4.S
4. t

be honest
.
speak clearlyand concisely
deal calmlyin tense situations
be an initiator - not a follower

.

be consistent in dealing with people
accept responsibility for mistakes
res~ the self-esteem of others
be dependable and trustworthy
be practical
write clearly and concisely
listen to the advice of others
have a sense of humour
accept that others win make mistakes
treat most people as if they were trustworthy and honest
be informal when with employees outside work
followwhat is morally right not what is right for IClf or orpnisation
behave in accordance .with his or her religious beliefs
returns favours
. matters
follow the heart - not the head - in compassionate
work long hours, even at home

'---

-
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person's approach to life in general, not just to managing. Table ~ illustrates
twenty such qualities as perceived by the respondents to be important in determining excellence in'leadership.
In determining the ranking of importance within the category criteria such
as honesty, speaking clearly and concisely, dealing camly in intense situations,
being an initiator - not a follower. and being consistent in dealiIlg with people
seem to stand out inrelative importance.
Managerial Behaviour: Managerial behaviour refers to the values, attitudes,
actions, and styles of managers that are specific to the performance of the
management task. Table 4 illustrates twenty seven managerial behaviour qualiti~ as perceived by the respondents to be impOrtant in determining excellence
in leadership.
Among the twenty seven important managerial behaviours the respondents
have indicated motivating employees, giving recognition for good work, listen-'
ing to employees, creating a sense of enthusiasm in the work .place,being con,sistent in making decisions, being logical in solving problems, being objective
when dealing with work conflicts, being strict in judging the competence of
'

Table 4. Managerial Behaviour

Meu
7.9
7.9
7.6
7.6
7.S
,7.S
7.4
7.4
7.4

II.......
motivate employees
give rec:opition for good work
listen when employeeswant to say something
create a sense of purpose and enthusiasm U.the workplace
be consistent in making decisions
be logical in solvingproblems
be objectivewhen dea1inawith work CODf1iCta
be atrict in judsinl the competenceof emptoyee.
listen to and understand the problems of others

7.3
WICinitiative and takc risks
7.2
support decisions made jointly by others
7;1
de1cpte
7.1
consider augcstiOns made by employees
7.1
trust those to whom work is dclcpted
6.8
makc decisions earlier rather than later
6.6
try diffcrent approaches to management
6.S
persuade other to do things
6.S
makc work decisions quickly
6.S
focus on the task-in-band
6.4
select work wisc1yto avoid overload
6.4sbare'
power
6.3
aIIQwsubordinatca authority and autonomy
6.3
keep up-to-date on management.literature
S.8
think atlout the specific detail. of anyparticu1ar problem
S.7
makc decision. without dcpending too much on others
S.4
tcll subordinates what to do and how to do it
4.6
be formal when dealing with employees at work
'
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s~
de.

employeesand listening to andundentandingthe problems of others as being
of greater importance in the measurement of excellencein leadership.

a such
ltiOns,
people

ager reacts or responds to organisation81goa1s~roles,. rules, structures, de-

Organisatio1UJl
Demands:Organisationaldemandsrelateto the way aman~

mands, pressures,and rewards.Theintendis to discoverif exCellentleadersarej
guage and culture on all who

(j)
~
have selected only five criteria, under the strict gqidelinesr\.~ ~R r

the organisation or do they put. on other values above those of the organisa-

rtdents
listengco~
jective
nce of

nIIIe 5. Orpnisatioaal

.

.

.

tion's? Respondents

?

Demand

Mell8ltuk1a&

.

.

.

8.0
.7.5
7.0

I18vea strate8ic vision for the orpnisatioa
foCuson manmim.1 prod.:tivity.
Jive ~ority to .Iona-tenn goals

6.3

SeD'the profCisioDal ~.

..

.

or corporate image to thepubHc

The one criteria that stand OJJtas being of greater important among the
selected ~«:aSures within the organisational demand category is having a stra~
gic vision for the organisation.
,
&vironmental.lnfluences: Environm~tal. influences are, factors outside. the
,

. ..

~

organisation that have,influeneeson the oPeration and success of the organisa~
tion. These influencesmay have an etT~t on the organisation in such areas as,
employee..relations, management and. resource utilisation. The external. pres~
suresmay come in the (01111,
pf po1itical"socio-cu1t~ economic and legal
changCs..Continuousmonitoringofthe enviroluncnt is an important task oftop
man,-prs and organisati~changes.need. to reflect the (iemands of the envi~
ronDJ.ent.The ~poncients have.acCtedsix criteria that satisfies the research
condWons and arefo~in
Table 6.

~
7.2
6.6
6.3
6.3
6.2
6.0

..

.

.

'
.
be aoCiauYIU1dcaVitomiaeotanYRIpODlib1e
look for and U8ethe positive .Ipects of other cult\Q'eS
identify social trends which may have an impact on work
have a multi-cu1tural orientation and approach
be respODlive to pQliticai realitiea in the environment
foater an international perapcctive in the organisation
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.

of the research methodology and these are in Table S.

6.6 ;. ldaptatiiUty

~~'

work there. Do e~ cellent leaders sell their souls to

tudes,
of the
quali~
~nence

..~

.J

~)\

'organisationalmen' towing the organisationalline and pushing corporate lan-
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tJ.

O~ .

Christopher

T.Se1varajab..et

aI.

It is interesting to note .that the respondents in keeping with the growing
aWareness of environmental issues and responsibilities have indicated, being
socially and environmentallyrcsponsible as being very important environmental
influence measure on excellence in leadership.

Summary
Researchers and writers in organisational theories suggest that there is no
universal defmition for excellence and this is also out conclusion. Excellence in
the crudest SCI1SC
can mean the~'best". This is a relative term and one that is
difficult to universalisc. In thisrcse&rch we have looked at the dimensions that
may relate to excellence in leadership as perceived by ASEAN managers.
The collectio~/ of statements (ninety four statements on ~ excellence in
leadership) formed the basis of the dimensions that themana~ers sorted into the
four categories. In the fil'st instant the ninety four stateJnents were *,Iected by
the researchm and the research. associates from one hundred and fifty. six
statements collected after exhaustive study of the literature. The managers,
placing personal judgement on the valUe and itnport,ance of the ninety, four
statements pl&eed them in the four categories of: Personal Qualities, Managerial
Behaviours, Organisational Demand, and Environmental IDfJuences. Fifty
per cent support from respondents was taken as the cut~ffpoindn
determining

whether a statement was placed in a particular category.
In determining the importance ofthe~ce11Cnce in lCadccship statemChtS, the
managers ranked honesty as top prioritY, followed by strategic vision for the
organisation and then oIilYfCC()gnido~forgood work. Thispetception may well
differ if the population respondirig were supervisOrS instead of managers. Strategic vision, for instance, is ofimpolumce to top 1eve11D8lU1~rsthan to junior
managerS. 'Of the ten excellence in'1e8dcrship statements 'in Tab~. 2, '~ving
strategic vision for the organisation, developing strategies to gain a 'competitive
. edge in industry, and creating ascnsc of purpOse and "enthusiasmiILthe workplace are more for higher level management.
The research also indicates that it would be Wrong to sl()t dimensions of
excellence into neat categories and label them. In this rcsc8rch the respondents
have viewed the same dimension contributing to excellence as coming from
more than one category. The study al80SUggests that though managers may be
able to rank categories, the importance given to statements wjthin the categories
'

are equally important.
The research suggests that thenomber of statements valued by the respon'

'.

dents within each category is nota measure of importance of that category. The
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importance ofthis is that researchers should not attempt to "eqUalise" number
of criteria in measuring instruments. Certain measurements may need greater
number of criteria to cover the area of study and others a .lesser number. hi this
instance the respondents have identified Managerial Behaviour and Personal
Qualities to have a greater number of statements determining the importance of
excellence.in leadership than Organisational Demands or Environmental IDfluences.
A research of this nature has many limitations. In the first instance we are
dealing withcross-cultural study. The second problem is that we are dealing
with measures of subjective nature and any attempt to measure and quantify is
open to many interpretations and criticisms. The concept of excellence is still
being pursued and searched and this in itself is a setback to any study that
attempts to measure ex~llence in leadership.
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LeadershiP a55fssmel1t

ensure that others
provide volunteers

don't fail, and they
with the recognition

needed to make the experience
worthwhile.
Two key steps to becoming
a productive leader are
t. Understand
the realities of the association environment.
2. Assess your skills, abilities, and level
of preparation
for leadership.

Understanding
Times
are
organizations.

your environment
changing
in volunteer
The techniques
of run-

ni ng associatIOns
that may have been
successful
10 years
ago are not as
effective today
Yet we seldom change
the way we lead organizations.
Productive
leaders are instrumental
In looking
at new and more creative
ways to achieve their association's
goals.
Here IS a brief glimpse of some of the
dramatic changes taking place.
Resources.
Association
leaders are
becoming
increasingly
aware
of the
importance
of nondues revenue to continuing or expanding
quality services to
the membership.
Volunteer
involvement.

Members

don't all have the same amount
time available to devote to their 01
nization. Unfortunately,
many leal
assume this means members Just d
want to participate, perpetuating
"rule" that 20 percent of assocli.
members are actively involved whilt
percent wait for things to hapI'
Although many members may not h,
a great deal of time to particlpa
they are interested
in participatl
in a way that results in a worthwf,
experience.
Action. We are living in an imlTlt:
ate gratification society. T elecommu

Leadership Readiness Assessment
A leader who is fully prepared to take

office

will enjoy

a

productive and satisfying year as an officer,
board
member, or committee chair.
To assess your leadership readiness and identify
where to concentrate your efforts, consider each of the
following statements,
which are categorized
by key
aspects of leadership prepar~tion The statements are not
exhaustive but highlight ma~y, of the important steps
For each statement, answer yes only if you have
completed all of the task or always exhibit the characteristic described.
SECllON A: Preparing

DO

I have recently reviewed my association's memo
ber and staff organizational charts or have asked
that they be developed to accurately depict the
flow of authority and operation of my association.

DO

I have read my job description
understanding of my duties.

DO

I have read
annual plans.

o 0

for office

o 0

I have reviewed my association's
articles of incorporation.

bylaws and

I am familiar with my association's

thoroughly

familiar

with

long-range

the

or

resources

available to me (such as budget and staff
support) to do my job and achieve my goals for
the year.

Yes No

DO

[ am

my association's

and have a clear

o 0
member

I am fully aware of my association's directors
and officers liability insurance coverage

services.

o 0

Total Section A Yes answers

I

am familiar

have reviewed
board minutes.

o 0
o 0
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with

existing

board

policies

and

the policy manual and/or

past

I have thoroughly
reviewed and understand
the
budget and reporting
procedures
my association
uses.
I have spoken with past officers and other key
members
and leaders to obtain their valuable
perspectives
on what needs to be done this
year.

LEADERSHIP

SECIlONB:

Implementing

roles and responsibilities

Yes No

DO

I stay current on the most recent developments
affecting the association and my industry or
profession.

DO

I routinely read all of the correspondence
and
publications my association sends to its members.

1992

-

~
IOU'

!elf I... oa~
-

V leaders
ust don't
Iting the
sociation
while 80
happen.
not have
ticipate,
cipating
rthwhile
I

immedi-

.ommuni-

cation, computers, fax machines, microwave ovens, and more are a part of our
routine existence. A societal expectatiOn IS set that requires immediate
responses to problems, issues, or concer~' Productive leaders are challenged
to make their associations active and
help members stay on the cutting edge
of change Regardless of the size of the
organization, productive leaders have
found ways to better anticipate and
respond to member needs.
The association management environl1,ent is not a static one. New
expectations wi1l continue to emerge.

o 0
nemIsked
( the
ocia-

[] 0

o 0

clear

o 0
c or

o 0
.Irces
staff
Is for

'ctors

ties

nents
ry or

o 0

Leaders who are sensitive to these
trends will make better decisions and
enable their organization to achieve its
goals.
In addition to enhancing their un.
derstanding of the Issues, leaders need
to concentrate on their leadership skills.
If your association
offers a formal
orientation or leadership training con.
ference, consider attending. You will
learn more about the organization,
strengthen
your personal leadership
ski1ls, and respond better to the changing trends and concerns of the memo
bership.

I advocate short- and long-range
priority in my association,

planning

as a

o 0

I come

o 0

Whenever I need more information or have a
question about a decision I am asked to help the
association make, I pursue the answers until I
receive them.

o 0

to association meetings prepared to discuss
items on the agenda.

I am familiar with the specific
position.

duties

of my

o 0

I analyze the resources needed and ramifications
of any proposed activity before I act.
I am in touch with members' changing needs for
service from the association and consider them
prior to making any decisions.

o 0
o 0

Getting leader-ready
Being sensitive to the environment is
the first step in becoming a productive
leader. The second is to assess your
personal level of readiness. Before read.
109 further, take a few moments to
complete the "Leadership Readiness As.
sessment" that accompanies this article.
Your "Leadership Readiness Assess.
ment" will give you tangible ideas of
steps toward achieving the key qualities
of effective leaders-what
we ca1l the
five Cs.
Character.
Effective leaders demon.

I identify members to get involved who have
the right skills for the job.
I personally ask members to serve, clearly
explaining what is expected, roles and responsi.
bilities, resources available, and why they are
right for (he job, so that they can effectively
carry out their tasks.
When making plans, I make sure to gather input
from all segments of the membership
and
leadership
I know what types of legal and tax reports need
to be prepared by my association.
I understand
appropriated

how policy is set and resources are
in my association.

fulfi 11

I identify fellow members with leadership potential and encourage them to develop their
skills and pursue further involvement in the
association

DO

I always f01l0w through on what I agree to do

Total Section B Yes answers

DO

I keep my personal goals and/or business needs
secondary to those of the association, when
acting in a leadership role.

o 0

I only make commitments

that I know I can

SECfIOI'IJC: Exhibiting

leadership

skills

Yes No

o 0
o 0

I support the decision of the group even if it is
not the solution I had in mind.
I actively participate in association
and activities that I have encouraged
support

programs
others to

DO

I encourage input and participation
when making decisions.

DO

I work to create an environment
that allows
others to express new ideas, even if there is a
~
chance for failure.

from others

LEADERSHIP

1992
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assessmmt

LeadershiP

strate integnty They are honest, credible, and consistent in their behavior.
Leadership IS in the eyes of the
follower. James M Kouzes, president of
TPG/Learning Systems and a partner in
the Tom Peters Group, and Barry Z.
Posner, assoCiate professor of management and director of graduate programs
at the Leavey School of Business Administration at Santa Clara University,
surveyed 10,000 managers of private
and public organizations
about the
qualities they value most in their leaders One of the most important characteristics cited was the ability of leaders

o 0

o 0

to elicit trust from their followers As an
elected official, you become a trustee
for the association, and members depend on you to act in their best
interests when managing the resources
and reputation of the organization
Competence.
Effective leaders possess or develop through training opportunities the skills and abilities to carry
out their responsibilities. Whatever your
leadership position, you are responsible
for achieving a part of your association's
goals. Understanding your responsibilities and ensuring that you have the
skills, time, and enthusiasm for carrying

o 0

I am aware of my strengths and weaknesses and
ask for help when I need it.
I openly express my intentions
others.

o 0

o 0

in dealing with

o 0

o 0

through

to all activities

Scoring

I instill in others a sense of how their efforts
have contributed
to the overall good of the
association.
I am careful to share the credit for successful
projects.

DO

I bring enthusiasm
meeting I attend.

DO

I share my vision of the association with others

DO

When communicating with others, I stress the
positive, even when facing a negative situation.

and encouragement

I clearly express my expectations
support and performance.
I provide
others,

L-28

my skills as a

teamwork.

I encourage others to challenge themselves
professionally and personally through their involvement in the association.

o 0

I have taken steps to enhance
leader.

ac-

DO

o 0

I am familiar with the basics of parliamentary
procedure.

Total Section ( Yes answers
I give special recognition
complished

o 0

(Col1til1ued 011 page L-53)

I do not let personalities affect the decisions I
make about association issues.

o 0

I am sensitive to the needs of others and
encourage them to express their points of view.

them out is critical. Be prepared, in.
formed, and honest about your strengths
and weaknesses.
Communication.
Effective leade~
communicate openly, honestly, and fre.
quently, stressing the positive. Leaders
are communicators. This does not mean
you have to be an expert at making
presentations or even enjoy doing so.
But effective communication, especially
one-on-one, is perhaps the most appar.
ent sign of strong leadership. Effective
leaders are good listeners, constantly
seek input, and clearly and openly share

LEADERSHIP

frequent

focusing

1992

and specific

on the positive

to every

for others'

feedback

to

The "Leadership Readiness Assessment" is not a test
but a snapshot of areas to consider improving. Use the
sconng guidelines below to determine where to concentrate your efforts for success as a leader.
1. Give yourself one point for each "yes."
2. Total your points for each section.
3. Enter your section scores in the accompanying
"Assessment Scoreboard."
4. If you scored at or below the number in parentheses
for each section, this is an area for growth as a leader
Go back and review the questions to which you
answered no in that section and prioritize for immediate
action
Assessment

scoreboard

Section A (7) Your Total: Section B (13) Your Total: Section C (12) Your Total:_
Copyright
II1gtol1.D.C

1991, Natlol1al Associatiol1 of Home Builders, Wash-
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Exercise 13
Influence Systems in Organizations:
Leadership Styles
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. To unde~tand and distinguishbetween leadershipand management.

...

2. To increase our unde~tanding of influence systems and leadership styles.
3. To identify your own leadership style arid compare it with othe~ in the class.
4. To develop situational prescriptions for leadership effectiveness.

ADVANCE PREPARATION
Read the Overview.

OVERVIEW
An adage says, uLeaden are born, not made." This fatalistic view suggests cenain inherent abilities and/
or personality traits. Al$o, greatness has been considered a function of being in the rilht place at the
right time. Apparently these views have not been widely accepted, because leadership has been one of
the most extensively researched subjects in behavioral science during the twentieth centuty. It may well
be the most written about and discussed aspect of organization and management.
We have emphasized the managerial role of planning, coordinating, and controlling organizational
activities in the interest of objective accomplishment. The role includes attention to organizationenvironment relationships, task-technology considerations, structural vrangements, goals and values,
and the psychosocial system. Manage~ are charged .with maintaining and, if possible, improving overall
organizational effectiveness, efficiency, and participant satisfaction. Management involves the coordination of both human and material resources toward objective accompLishment; it is more than leadership.
Leadership is an essential part of management with particular emphasis on the human aspects, the
psychosocial system. The concept ofleadenhip implies followership;hence, it involves relationships

67

amon,gpeople. More specifically, leadership suggests differential influence among people in social, par.
ticularly organizational, relationships. Leadership is "interpersonal influence, exercised in situations and
directed, through the communication process, toward the attainment of a specified goal or goals. Leader.
ship always involves attempts on the part of a leader (influencer) to affect (influence) the behavior of a
follower (influencee) or fonowers in situations...1 Differential influen~ is a process that is apparent in
informal social relationships and in fonnal organizations. Typically, designated leaders, such as supervisors, chairpersons, or directors, do have a positive balance of official power in the influence system.
However, this power may not always result in effective leadership. The positional authority of a so.
calJed leader may not be enough to persuade subordinates to engage in appropriate activities; influence
attempts fail, and leadership is ineffective. Informal patterns of influence often develop because of personal expertise, knowledge, or persuasiveness. Thus, the phenomenOl1"of leadership~followership is always present in groups, but the specific patterns depend greatly on the particular situation.
Much of the effort in leadership research has been devoted to understanding the traits and behaviors of
good leaders-with "good" being related to the performance of the group. One goal of such endeavors is
to be able to predict who would be good leaders so that they can be selected for positions of responsi.
bility. So far, the results are not clear enough to provide easy answers. A number of forces are involved
in every situation, including environmental constraints, organizational climate, group dynamics, follower
characteristics, and leadership behavior. "In view of the complexity of the factors that determine the rela.
tionships between leader behavior and group perfonnance, it is apparent that no simple recipe for leader
effectiveness will be applicable in more than a small proportion of situations encounterel,,2 1bis con.
clusion suggests that there is no "one set of ideal leader traits" nor "one best way" to lead.
On the other hand, the situation is fltr from hopeless. We do have a body of knowledge evolving from
behavioral science research on the leadership process. It suggests a contingency view with guidelines for
leader behavior depending on the interaction of a number of situational
variables. We will consider some
.
BefOfe.continuing,
however, it will
of these factors in more detail as we proceed through th.i5exercise.
be important for you to identify your own leadership approach more explicitly. Then you will have an
opportunity to compare your style with others in the class and with prescriptions for effective leader
behavior.

PROCEDURE
STEP I
Fill out the Leadership Questionnaire on page! 81.

I Robert T&DIIenbaum and Fred Muurik.
"Leadership:
A Frame of Reference," M.lU~me,.t
SdenOt!. October
1957, p. 3.
2Ra1ph M. StCllcWI. "Historical Trends in LeacIcnhip Theexy aDd Raearch," .IotIrM1 of CotrtctnpOfW)' ~.
Autumn 1914, p. 10.
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Leadership

Questionnaire

The following items describe aspects of leadership behavior. Respond to each item in terms of
actual past experience; your past experience is the best estimate of the 'Way you would be most
likely to act if you were the leader of a work group. Circle the letter symbolizing the way in
which you would be liltely to behave:
(R) Rarely
(I) Infrequently
(5) Sometimes
(F) Frequently
(A) Almost Always
If 1 were the leader of a work group . . .
A

F

S

R

1.

I would trust the members to exercise good judgment in
the interest of the organization.

A

F

S

R

2.

I would encourage close interpersonal relationships betWeen myself and my subordinates and among group
members.

A

F

S

R

I would stress being ahead of competing

A

F

S

R

3.
4.

A

F

S

R

5.

I would Jive members feedback on their performance,
positive and negative.

A

F

S

R

6.

I would stress the use of group meetinp
tique our work.

A

F

S

R

7.

1 would push the group members to work harder.

A

F

S

R

8.

1 would press for acceptance of my expertise and ideas
regarding the technical aspects of task perlODD&nce.

A

F

S

R

9.

I would seelc members' ideas and opinions, including
criticism.

A

F

S

R

10.

I would encourage members to interact in goal setting and
planning without my direct involvement.

A

F

S

R

11.

I would establish definite standards of performance
stress meeting them.

A

F

S

R

12.

I would assiIn members to partic:ular tasks based on my
perception of their speciallcnowledge and/or skills.

A

F

5

R

13.

I would be concerned
group members.

A

F

S

R

14.

I would consider improving "the way we work: together"
to be u important u improving task accomplishment.

A

F

S

R

15.

I would Ufle the IfOUP to beat its previous record.

A

F

S

R

16.

I would usume prime responsibility
work of IfOUP members.

A

F

S

R

17.

r would value differences of opinion and try to achieve
consensus in problem solving.

A

F

S

R

18.

I would consider it my responsibility
tion of interpersonal conflicts.

A

F

S

R

19.

A

F

S

R

20.

I would modify subordinates' objectives in light of organization goals.
I would develop overall plans and schedules and use them
to control tbe IfOUP'S activities.

groups.

I would provide definite guidelines for work procedures,
and expect members to follow them.
both

to plan and cri-

and

about the personal problems of

for coordinating

the

to facilitate resolu-
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STEP 2
Score the questionnaire
question:

as follows and write the score in the blank space provided in front of each

5
4
3
2
I

(A)
(F)
(S)
(J)
(R)

Almost Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Infrequently
Rarely

Add up the scores for the fonowing groups of questions

and write the fotal in the space provided.

1,5,9,13,17

Support
Interaction Facilitation
Goal Emphasis
Work Facilitation

2,6,10,14,18
3,7, II, 15, 19
4,8,12,16,20

STEP 3
Place an X on each of the comspondin,lines
below (and connect the X's) in order to get a profile of
your degree of emphasis on four key dimensions of leadership behavior..'
Support: Behavior that enhances
someone else's feeling of personaI worth and importance.

5
15

Interaction Facilitation:
Behavior that encourages members of the group to develop
close, mutually satisfying relationships.
Goal EmphtUis: Behavior that
stimulates an enthusium for
meeting the I%'oup's loal or
achievina excellent performance.
Work Facilitation: Behavior
that helps achieve 10aJattainment by such activities as
scheduling, coordinatina, planning, and by providin. resources
such as tools, materials, and
technical knowledge.

25

S
15

25

5
15

25

S
15

25

Based on your ,eneral self'insilht, does the profile reflect your behavior on these dimensions reasonably
accurately? Specifically. is there an element of "how I wish I would behave" and/or "how leilders are
supposed to behave" mixed in with "how I actua1Jy behawc"?
3DaYid G. Bowers and Stan1eYE. Seashore, "Predic:tiIJI OzpnizatiODal
Leadership," Admillistrtlm.
Scie,," OWner/y, September 1966, p. 247.
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STEP 4
Meet in croups of 4 to 6 to compare profiles and responses to individual questions.
(/. Compare similarities and differences. Where differences occur, explore the correlation
responses and past experience.
b. Invite feedback from peers in regard to their perception,
your leadership behavior.

between

.

based on experience in class to date, of

STEP S
Your discussion has probably included assertions that appropriate leadership behavior depends on the
particular situation. In this phase of the exercise we will pursue this concept in more detail. For
example, read (without discussing) the following pairs of brief position descriptions and try to visualize
the situational differences from the leader's perspective:
A Marine basic training drill sergeant
The Chairperson of the
National Security Council
A chief surgeon in an operating

room

The director of an outpatient psychiatric clinic
The captain of a commercial

airline
The V.P. of advertising for
a commercial airline

The "head" of a commune

The chief of the campus pOlice

The mother superior in a
convent
..
The chairperson of the
sociology department

A director of personnel
A chief engineer
A foreman on an assembly line
The coordinator of a
regional planning task force
Now, using the same subpoup as in Step 4, cenerate a list of factors or forces that miaht affect leadership
styles.. The fOllowing catelories should be helpful in your analysis:
Forc~s or factors in th~ I~tlder:

Forces or factors in th~ [olloWI!r(s):
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Forces or {actors /n the sitUation:

STEP 6
Engage in total class discussion.
Q. Ale the dimensions emphasized in the four-factor model (Step 3) mutually exclusive? That is, does
emphasis on goals and work facilitation preclude concern for people and relationships? Does emphasis
on support and interaction facilitation preclude effective and efficient perfonnance of the task?
b. What would you prescribe as the ideal profJJe for a leader?
c. How can situational analysis help in determining appropriate leadership behavior?

SUMMARY AND CONCEPTUALIZATION
You have had an opportunity to obtain feedback concerning your leadership style via a questionnaire and
from peers based on experience in class to date. Additional feedback could be obtained by checking with
others outside of class concerning their perception of your behavior in task-oriented situations. This
could be based on experience in a variety of organizations-work, recreation, Jiving group, or clubs. For
example, if you have assumed a leadersJUp role in any of the above activities, you might ask people whose
opinion you respect for their perception of your behavior. This could be done in terms of overall impres.
sions or related to the individual items on the Leadership Questionnaire.
In reviewing the research and writing on leadership, Bowers and Seash&re concluded that in spite of the
variety of tenns used, there is a great deal of common conceptual content. They distilled the four dimen.
sions of effectiveness used in this exercise:
J. Supporr. Behavior that enhances someone else's feeling of personal worth and importance.
2. Interacrion Facilitation. Behavior that encoul'lles members of.a 1J'0up to develop close.
mutually satisfYingrelationabips.
3. GOtl/Emphasis. Behavior that stimulates an enthusium for meetiq the 1J'0up's .goal or
aChievingexcellent perfonnance.
4. Work Ftlcilitation. Behavior that help. achieve goal attainment by such activities as scheduling, coordinating. planning, and by pr0vidiDa resourcesauch as tools. materials, and technical
knowledge..
Support and interaction facilitation are obviously "people" concerns. Emphasizing these dimensions
recognizes the need to encourage continued aupport of individuals in organizational endeavor and the
need to maintain and improve interpersonal relationships and group processes such as teamwork. Goal
emphasis and work facilitation relate to tas1ccon~ms and to the path-Soal theory of leadership.
leaders are typically seen as helpful in both setting goals and in structuring or designing means ofSachiev.
Good
ing them.
~ approach builds on the concept of achievement motivation. and if goals are achieved
there is an increase in satisfaction. Perfonnance leads to satisfaction and increased motivation in the
future.
.
In using the above model for prescribing leader behavior we sugest that all four factors are important
and should be emphasized as much as pouibli! di!pending on thi! constraints of tM situlltion. But it is
4
S
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unrealistic to expect simultaneous attention to all the dimensions of leadership effectiveness. Some
tradeoffs are 'necessary and bound to occur. Goal emplusis may be paramount in initiating a program of
management by objectives. [nteraction facilitation may actually need to be decreased in an organization
that seems to spend nearly all its time in meetings (leaving little time to work on the task). An appropriate balance should be maintained according to the particular situation.
We looked at situational factors affecting leadership (in Step 5) by considering forces in (1) the leader,
(2) the follower(s), and (3) the situation. An example of this approach is provided by Tannenbaum and
Schmidt in considering

the degree of participation

that might be appropriate

in,decision making: 6

Leadu:
Own value system
Confidence in his/her subordinates
Own leadership inclinations
Feelings.of security in an uncertain situation
Fol/ower(s):
Independence-dependence
needs
Willingness to assume responsibility for decision making
Tolerance for ambiguity
DelJ"ee of interest in participating
Degree of identification with ol'lanization 10als
Knowledle and experience (or Ilowth potential)
Expectations concernma participation
Situlltion:
Values and traditions in the organil.ltion
Group effectiveness
Nature of the problem
Pressure of time

A key to effective leadership is clarification of expectations between leaders~d fonowers in order to
reach a mutual understanding which sets the tone for the entire relationship. This situational approach
to leadership effectiveness certainly involves contingency views. If the leader is a good diagnostician, hel
she can ascertain the most appropriate leadership style to employ according to the circumstances. An
autocratic style might be most appropriate if organizational participants expect it; for example, in times
of crisis. In a military combat situation, subordinates typically rely on the decision making of their group
leader. The crew of a ship hit by a torpedo would not be inclined to discuss the alternatives and then
vote. If the captain announces, "Abandon ship," the order would be carried out immediately.
On the other hand, in situations where time permits, a democratic approach which includes subordinates in the decision-ma1cingprocess niay be extremely useful. In still other situations, a bureaucratic
approach may be most effective and efficient. For relatiYe1yroutine decisions, standard operating procedures might be entirely appropriate. But referrin& to the rules when in fact there is an extraordinary
set of circumstances milht be dysfunctional for the orpnization. The manager should be as flexible as
possible, paring his/her style to the specific situation and the incijviduais involved.
Leaders can influence the behavior of othen in a number of ways-sul8esting, persuading, or forcing
compliance. According to the Chinese philosopher Lao Tse, "'When the best leaders' worle is done, the
people say, .We did it ourselves.'" This suggests that the more subordinates are involved in the process,
the more likely they wiD be corrunitted to decisions and will implement them. However, there are tradeoffs in terms of time and cost. Autocratic, coercive approac:hes have appeal in terms of tidiness and speed
of response.
.
Figure 13. I illustrates a contingency approach to leadership ; appropriate
behavior is suggested for polar
situations on several key variables~xtemal and internal environment plus subordinates' personality pre.
dispositions. Prescriptions for "how to succeed as a leader" are rather .straightforward in the extreme
cases. Directive, boss-centered, task-oriented behavior is appropriate when the external environment is
6R.obert TaDllCDbaum UId Wuren H. Sc:bnUdt, ..Ho
Way-JUDe 1973, pp. 173-179.
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Subordinllte 's
penoruz/ity
predispositions

ApproprWte
ladenJrip
belulvior

ExtUl1lJ/
environment

Jn tUI'UI/
en'JIironment

Directive-boss
centered
(Task oriented)

Certain and proJIammable

ConttowDc and tight and
. few expectations about
participation

~w need for independence
Low tolerance for ambipity
Little know1edse of, and information about, the work

Uncertain and complex

Autonomous and 100tC;
members expect to
participate in decisions

Hish need for independence
fU&h tolerance for ambipity
Much knowledp and information about the work

Directivel

r

participative?

"...1

)

Puticipative-subordinate
c:entered{TasIt oriented)

FIGUIlE 13-1
A CODtiapacy appmada to 1e848'1bip. Source: Jay Lonc:h and Joba J. Mone, OrpniutioIU
Mem~:
A Conlinlency Approtlch, Harper" Row, Pub1ishers. New Vork. 1974, p. 131.
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certain, the internal environment is tightly controlled, and people don't expect to participate (iow need
for independence and/or little knowledge about the work, e.g.). Participative, subordinate-centered, task.
oriented behavior is appropriate when the external environment is uncertain, the internal environment is
loosely structured and autonomous, and peopie expect to participate (high need (Ot independence and/or
much knowledge about the work, e.g.). Effective leaden and organizations, by and large, tend to have
good matches of stYles and situations.
But the issue is not absolutely clear; the middle area or mixed situation..can be confounding for the
leader. How should we behave when the environment is semiprogrammable, procedures are moderately
tight, and subordinates have some knowledge and/or sometimes expect to participate in decision making?
Moreover, the three dimensions don't necessarily vary in UDison. Wh3t if people expect to participate
(having just completed an in-company training program) and yet the internal environment is ti8htJy controlled? In essence, leaders need a contingency view that requires situational diagnosis as a foundation,
followed by astute matching of behavior and situation. Note that adjustments may take place in leaders
and/or followers and/or situations.
As indicated above, the issue of degree of participation in decision making has been discussed at length
in the organization and management literature. In most cases a participative style is advocated. SUchan
approach mayor may not be possible; moreover, it may not even be appropriate. Based on research with
a number of practicing ~rs
RspODding to cue situations, Vroom and Yenon concluded that most
managen would be more effective if they were both more autoc:ratic and more participative.' They
developed a normative model or prescription for leadership and decisioD making bued on situational
diagnosis. They found that manqen tended to shy away from an autocratic approach even when it wu
most appropriate according to the model. And, they tended to be less participative than called for by
the model in other situations. 1bis suggests that to be more effective, rnanqers need .increased flexibility.
A leader must be a good diagnostician and match the situation with an appr()pnate style-sometimes relatively autocratic and sometimes quite participative.
On balance, it is important for leaders to recognize the complexity of human motivation, group dynamics, and organizational climate. The best leaders seem to have a tolerance for ambiguity and the conceptual ability to cope with multidimensional situations. They emphasize both people and production
rather than one or the other; they emphasize support and interaction facilitation as wen as goal emphasis
and work facilitation; and they are both autocratic and democratic-participative depending on the situation.
'Victor H. Vroom and Pbi1ipW.Vetton, LadenJrip tIIIdD«UiDft-llMbtt, Pittsbur

PnDa., Uai¥enity of Plttsba.qh

Press, 1913.
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The well-being of organizational life will be better served in
the long run by moral leadership. That is, transformations that
result in the fulfillment of real needs will prove to be more beneficial
to the organization than transformations that deal with manufactured needs and group delusions. Organizational leaders should
subscribe to a code of ethics that is accepted by their society and
their profession.
The ethical transformational leader aims toward and succeeds in promoting changes in a firm-changes
that strengthen
firm viability, increase satisfaction of owners, managers, employees,
and customers, and increase the value of the firm's products. But
transformational leaders can be immoral if they create changes
based on false images that cater to the fantasies of constituencies.
Firms can be driven into the ground by such leaders. A transformationalleader can lull employees and shareholders alike with false
hopes and expectations while he or she is preparing to depart in a
golden parachute after selling out the company's interests.
Whether transformational or transactional leadership will
take hold within an organization will depend to some extent on what
is happening or has happened outside of it Welch, McGovern, and
Goizueta all came into power to transform firms that were in danger
of failing to keep pace with changes in the marketplace. Transformational leadership is more likely to emerge in times of distress
and rapid change.
The personalities of followers will affect a leader's ability to
be transformational. Charisma is a two-way process. A leader is seen
as charismatic if he or she has followers who imbue him or her with
extraordinary value and personal power. This is more easily done
when subordinates have highly dependent personalities. On the
other hand, subordinates who pride themselves on their own rationality, skepticism, independence, and concern for rules of law and
precedent are less likely to be influenced by a charismatic leader or
the leader who tries to use emotional inspiration. Subordinates who
are egalitarian, self-confident, and high in status are likely to resist
charismatic leaders.

Leadership:
The Art of Empowering

WHICH KIND OF LEADERSHIP
SHOULD MANAGERS USE?
Managers need to appreciate what kind of leadership is
expected of them. Current leadership training and management
development emphasize transactional leadership, which is good as
far as it goes, but clearly pas its limits. Transactional leaders will let
their subordinates know what is expected of them and what they
can hope to receive in exchange for fulfilling expectations. Clarification makes subordinates confident that they can fulfill expectations
and achieve mutually valued outcomes. But subordinates' confidence and the value they place on potential outcomes can be further
increased, through transformational
leadership. Leadership, in
other words, can become an inspiration to make extraordinary
efforts.
Charismatic leadership is central to the transformational
leadership process. Charismatic leaders have great referent power
and influence. Followers want to identify with them and to emulate
them. Followers develop intense feelings about them, and above all
have trust and confidence in them. Transformational leaders may
arouse their followers emotionally and inspire them to extra effort
and greater accomplishment. As subordinates become competent
with the mainly transformational
leader's encouragement
and
support, contingent reinforcement may be abandoned in favor of
self-reinforcement.
Clearly, there are situations in which the transformational
approach may not be appropriate. At the same time, organizations
need to draw more on the resources of charismatic leaders, who
often can induce followers to aspire to and maintain much higher
levels of productivity than they would have reached if they had been
operating only through the transactional process.

Others

Jay A. Conger
"One ought to be both feared and loved, but as it is
difficult for the two to go together, it is much safer to be
feared than loved. . . for love is held by a chain of obligation
which, men being selfish, is broken whenever it serves their
purpose; but fear is maintained by a dread of punishment
which never fails."
The Prince, Niccolo

Machiavelli

In his handbook, The Prince, Machiavelli assures his readers-some being aspiring leaders, no doubt-that only by carefully

Reprinted with permission from the Academy
agement Executive, 1989, Vol. 3(1), pp. 17-24.
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amassing power and building a fearsome respect could one become
a great leader. While the shadowy court life of 16th-century Italy
demanded such treachery to ensure one's power, it seems hard to
imagine Machiavelli's advice today as anything but a historical
curiosity. Yet, interestingly, much of the management literature has
focused on the strategies and tactics that managers can use to
increase their own power and influence. 1 As such, a Machiavellian
quality often pervades the literature, encouraging managers to ensure that their power base is strong and growing. At the same time

1. See, for example, ]. P. Kotter, Power in Management, New York: AMACOM, 1979, and]. Pfeffer, Power in
Organizations, Marshfield, MA: Pitman, 1981.
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a small but increasing number of management theorists have begun
to explore the idea that organizational effectiveness also depends
on the sharing of power-that
the distribution of power is more
important than the hoarding of power.2
While the idea of making others feel more powerful contradicts the stereotype of the all-powerful executive, research suggests that the traditional ways of explaining a leader's influence may
not be entirely correct. For example, recent leadership studies
argue that the practice of empowering-or
instilling a sense of
power-is
at the root of organizational effectiveness, especially
during times of transition and transformation.3 In addition, studies
of power and control within organizations indicate that the more
productive forms of organizational power increase with superiors'
sharing of power and responsibility with subordinates.' And while
there is an increasing awareness of this need for more empowering
leadership, we have only recently started to see documentation
about the actual practices that leaders employ to effectively build a
sense of power among organizational members as well as the context most suited for empowerment practices.s
In this article, I will explore these practices further by drawing upon a recent study of senior executives who proved themselves
highly effective leaders. They were selected by a panel of professors
at the Harvard Business School and management consultants who
were well acquainted with them and their companies. The study
included eight chief executive officers and executive vice-presidents
of Fortune 500 companies and successful entrepreneurial firms,
representing industries as diverse as telecommunications, office
automation, retail banking, beverages, packaged foods, and management consulting. In each case, these individuals were responsible for either the creation of highly successful companies or for
performing what were described as remarkable turnarounds. During my study of these executives, I conducted extensive interviews,
observed them on the job, read company and other documents, and
talked with their colleagues and subordinates. While the study
focused on the broader issue of leadership styles, intensive interviews with these executives and their subordinates revealed that

2. See P. Block, The Empowered Manager, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1987; W. W. Burke, "Leadership as
Empowering Others," in S. Srivastva (Ed.), Executive Power,
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1986, pp. 51-77; and R. M.
Kanter, The Change Masters, New York: Simon & Schuster,
1983.
3. W. Bennis ~d B. Nanus, Leaders, New York:
Harper & Row, 1985; and R. M. Kanter, "Power Failure in
Management Circuits," Harvard Business Review, JulyAugust

1979, pp. 65--75.

4. See Kanter, Footnote 3; and A S. Tannenbaum,
Control in OrganiZLltions,

New York: McGraw-Hill,

1968.

5. See J. A Conger and R. N. Kanungo, "The
Empowerment Process: Integrating Theory and Practice,"
Academy of Management Review, July 1988; and R. J. House,
"Power and Personality in Complex Organizations," in L. L.
Cummings and B. M. Staw (Eds.), Research in Organizational Behavior: An Annual Review of Critical Essays and
Reviews, Vol. 10, Greenwich, CT: JAr Press, 1988. The author
is grateful to Rabindra N. Kanungo for insights and help in
conceptualizing the empowerment process.

many were characterized as empowering leaders. Their actions
were perceived as building confidence and restoring a sense of
personal power and self-efficacy during difficult organizational transitions. From this study, I identified certain organizational contexts
of powerlessness and management practices derived to remedy
them.
In this article I will also illustrate several of these practices
through a series of vignettes. While the reader may recognize some
of the basic ideas behind these practices (such as providing greater
opportunities for initiative), it is often the creative manner in which
the leader deploys the particular practice that distinguishes them.
The reader will discover how they have been carefully tailored to fit
the context at hand. I might add, however, that these practices
represent just a few of the broad repertoire of actions that leaders
can take to make an empowering difference in their organizations.

A WORD ABOUT EMPOWERMENT
We can think of empowerment as the act of strengthening
an individual's beliefs in his or her sense of effectiveness. In essence,
then, empowerment is not simply a set of external actions; it is a
process of changing the internal beliefs of people.6 We know from
psychology that individuals believe themselves powerful when they
feel they can adequately cope with environmental demands-that
is, situations, events, and people they confront They feel powerless
when they are unable to cope with these demands. Any management
practice that increases an individual's sense of self-determination
will tend to make that individual feel more powerful. The theory
behind these ideas can be traced to the work of Alfred Bandura,
who conceptualized the notion of self-efficacy beliefs and their role
in an individual's sense of personal power in the world.7
From his research in psychology, Bandura identified four
means of providing empowering information to others: (1) through
positive emotional support during experiences associated with
stress and anxiety, (2) through words of encouragement and positive persuasion, (3) by observing others' effectiveness-in
other
words, having models of success with whom people identified-and
(4) by actually experiencing the mastering of a task with success
(the most effective source). Each of these sources of empowerment
was used by the study executives and will be identified in the
practice examples, as will other sources identified by organizational
researchers.
Several Empowering

Management

Practices

Before describing the actual practices, it is important to first
draw attention to an underlying attitude of the study participants.
These empowering leaders shared a strong underlying belief in
their subordinates' abilities. It is essentially the Theory Y argument;B if you believe in people's abilities, they will come to believe
in them. All the executives in the study believed that their subordi-

6. See Conger and Kanungo, Footnote 5.
7. A Bandura, "Self-Efficiency: Toward a Unifying
Theory of Behavioral Change," Psychological Review, 1977,
84(2), pp. 191-215.
8. D. McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise, New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1960.
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nates were capable of managing their current situations. They did
not employ wholesale firings as a means of transforming their
organizations. Rather, they retained the majority of their staff and
moved those who could not perform up to standard to positions
where they could. The essential lesson is that an assessment of staff
skills is imperative before embarking on a program of empowerment This basic belief in employees' abilities underlies the following examples of management practices designed to empower. We
will begin with the practice of providing positive emotional support

1. The Squirt-gun Shootouts:Providing a PositiveEmotional
Atmosphere. An empowering practice that emerged from the study
was that of providing positive emotional support, especially through
play or drama. For example, every few months, several executives
would stage dramatic "up sessions" to sustain the motivation and
excitement of their staff. They would host an afternoon-long, or a
one- or two-day event devoted solely to confidence building. The
event would open with an uplifting speech about the future, followed
by a special, inspirational speaker. At these events there would often
be films meant to build excitement or confidence-for example, a
film depicting a mountain climber ascending a difficult peak. The
message being conveyed is that this person is finding satisfaction
in the work he or she does at an extraordinary level of competence.
There would also be rewards for exceptional achievements. These
sessions acted as ceremonies to enhance the personal status and
identity of employees and revive the common feelings that binded
them together.9
An element of play appears to be especially liberating in
situations of great stress and demoralization. In the study's examples, play allowed for the venting of frustrations and in turn
permitted individuals to regain a sense of control by stepping back
from their pressures for a moment. A£ Bandura suggests, the positive emotional support provided by something like play alleviates,
to some extent, concerns about personal efficacy.10
For example, one of the subjects of the study, Bill Jackson,
was appointed the head of a troubled division. Demand had outstripped the division's ability to maintain adequate inventories, and
product quality had slipped. Jackson's predecessors were authoritarian managers, and subordinates were demoralized as well
as paranoid about keeping their jobs. A£ one told me, "You never
knew who would be shot next" Jackson felt that he had to break
the tension in a way that would allow his staff to regain their sense
of control and power. He wanted to remove the stiffness and paranoia and turn what subordinates perceived as an impossible task
into something more fun and manageable.
So, I was told, at the end of his first staff meeting, Jackson
quietly pulled out a squirt-gun and blasted one of his managers with
water. At first, there was a moment of stunned silence, and then
suddenly the room was flooded with laughter. He remarked with a
smile, "You gotta have fun in this business. It's not worth having

9. See J. M. Beyer and H. M. Trice, "How an Organization Reveals Its Culture," Organizational Dynamics, Spring
1987, pp. 4-25.
10. A. Bandura, Social Foundations of Thought and
Action: A Cognitive View, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PrenticeHall, 1986.
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your stomach in ulcers." This began a month of squirt-gun fights
between Jackson and his managers.
The end result? A senior manager's comment is representative: "He wanted people to feel comfortable, to feel in control. He
used waterguns to do that. It was a game. It took the stiffness out
of the business, allowed people to play in a safe environment-as
the boss says, 'to have fun'.",This play restored rapport and morale.
But Jackson also knew when to stop. A senior manager told me, "We
haven't used waterguns i~ nine months. It has served its purpose. . . . . The waterfights were like being accepted into a club.
Once it achieved its purpose, it would have been overdone."
Interview after interview with subordinates confirmed the
effectiveness of the squirt-gun iJ?cident. It had been experienced as
an empowering ritual. In most contexts, this behavior would have
been abusive. Why did it work? Because it is a management practice
that fit the needs of subordinates at the appropriate time.
The executive's staff consisted largely of young men, "rough
and ready" individuals who could be described as fun-loving and
playful. They were accustomed to an informal atmosphere and
operated in a very down-to-earth style. Jackson's predecessor, on
the other hand, had been stiff and formal.
Jackson preferred to manage more informally. He wanted to
convey, quickly and powerfully, his intentions of managing in a style
distinct from his predecessor's. He was concerned, however, that
his size-he is a very taIl, energetic, barrekhested
man-as well
as his extensive background in manufacturing would be perceived
as intimidating by his young staff and increase their reluctance to
assume initiative and control. Through the squirt-gun fights, however, he was able to (1) relieve a high level of tension and restore
some sense of control, (2) emphasize the importance of having
fun in an otherwise trying work environment, and (3) direct
subordinates' concerns away from his skills and other qualities that
intimidated them. It was an effective management practice because
he understood the context. In another setting, it might have been
counter-productive.
2. The"J Make a Difference Club": Rewarding and Encouraging in Visible and PersonalWays. The majority of executives in the
study rewarded the achievements of their staffs by expressing
personal praise and rewarding in highly visible and confidencebuilding ways. They believed that people appreciated recognition of
their hard work and success. Rewards of high incentive value were
particularly important, especially those of personal recognition from
the leader. As Rosabeth Kanter notes, a sense of power comes
". . . when one has relatively close contact with sponsors (higherlevel people who confer approval, prestige, or backing)."ll Combined with words of praise and positive encouragement, such
experiences become important sources of empowerment.
The executives in the study took several approaches to rewards. To reward exceptional performance, one executive established the "I Make a Difference Club." Each year, he selects two
.or three staff members to be recognized for their excellence on the
job. It is a very exclusive club, and only the executive knows the
eligibility rules, which are based on outstanding performance. Inductees are invited to dinner in New York City but are not told

11. See Kanter,

Footnote

3, p. 153.

beforehand that they are about to join the "I Make a Difference
Club." They arrive and meet with other staff members whom they
believe are there for a staff dinner. During dinner, everyone is asked
to speak about what is going on in his or her part of the company.
The old-timers speak first, followed by the inductees (who are still
unaware of their coming induction). Only after they have given their
speeches are they informed that they have just joined the club. As
one manager said, "Ifs one of the most wonderful moments in life."
This executive and others also make extensive use of personal letters to individuals thanking them for their efforts and
projects. A typica1letter might read, "Fred, I would personally like
and I want you to
to thank you for your contribution to
know that I appreciate it." Lunches and dinners are hosted for
special task accomplishments.
Public recognition is also employed as a means of rewarditig.
As one subordinate commented about his boss,

_,

"He will make sure that people know that so and so
did an excellent job on something. He's superb on giving
people credit. If the person has done an exceptional job on a
task or project, he will be given the opportunity to present
his or her findings all the way to the board. Six months later,
youll get a call from a friend and learn that he has dropped
your name in a speech that you did well. It makes you want
to do it again."
I found that the investment in rewards and recognition made
by many of these executives is unusually high, consuming a significant portion of their otherwise busy day. Yet the payoff appeared
high. In interviews, subordinates described these rewards as having
an empowering impact on them.
To understand why some of these rewards proved to be so
successful, one must understand their organizational contexts. In
some cases, the organizations studied were quite large, if not enormous. The size of these organizations did little to develop in
employees a sense of an "I"-let alone an "I" that makes a difference.
It was easy for organization members to feel lost in the hierarchy
and for their achievements to be invisible, for recognition not to be
received for personal contn1>utions. The study's executives countered this tendency by institutionalizing a reward system that provided visibility and recognition-for
example, the "I Make a
Difference Club," presentations to the Board, and names dropped
in speeches. Suddenly, you as a member of a large organization
stood out-you were special.
Outstanding performance from each of the executives' perspectives was also something of a necessity. All the executives had
demanding goals to achieve. As such, they had to tend to
subordinates' sense of importance and contribution. They had to
structure reward systems that would keep people "pumped up"that would ensure that their confidence and commitment would not
be eroded by the pressures placed on them.
3. "Praising the Troops"; Expressing Cotifide7lce. The empowering leaders in the study spent significant amounts of time
expressing their confidence in subordinates' abilities. Moreover,
they expressed their confidence throughout each day-in speeches,
in meetings, and casually in office hallways. Bandura comments that
"people who are persuaded verbally that they possess the capabilities to master given tasks are likely to mobilize greater sustained

effort than if they harbor self-doubts and dwell on personal deficiencies when difficulties arise. "12
A quote from Irwin Federman, CEO of Monolithic Memories, a highly successful high-tech company, captures the essence
and power of a management practice that builds on this process:
"If you think about it, we love others not for wh(
are, but for how tney make us feel. In order to willingly
the direction of another individual, it must make
good to do so. . . . If you believe what I'm sayinl'"
help but come to the conclusion that those YOl
passionately, gladly, zealously-have
made }
somebody. . . . This business of making another ~
good in the unspectacular course of his daily con.
goings is, in my view, the very essence of leadership.
This proactive attitude is exemplified by Bob Jensen. Bob
assumed control of his bank's retail operations after a reorganization
that transferred away the division's responsibility for large corporate clients. Demoralized by a perceived loss in status and responsibility, branch managers were soon asking, "Where's our
recognition?" Bob, however, developed an inspiring strategic vision
to transform the operation. He then spent much of his time championing his strategy and expressing his confidence in employees'
ability to carry it out. Most impressive was his personal canvass of
some 175 retail branches.
As he explained,
"I saw that the branch system was very down, morale
was low. They felt like they'd lost a lot of their power. There
were serious problems and a lot of staff were just hiding.
What I saw was that we really wanted to create a small
community for each branch where customers would feel
known. To do that, I needed to create an attitude change. I
saw that the attitudes of the branch staff were a reflection of
the branch manager. The approach then was a manageable
job-now I had to focus on only 250 people, the branch
managers, rather than the 3,000 staff employees out there.
I knew I had to change their mentality from being lost in
a bureaucracy to feeling like the president of their own
bank. I had to convince them they were special-that
they
had the power to transform the organization. . . . All I did
was talk it up. I was up every night. In one morning, I hit 17
branches. My goal was to sell a new attitude. To encourage
people to 'pump iron.' I'd say, 'Hi, how's business?', encourage them. I'd arrange tours of the branches for the chairman
on down. I just spent a lot of time talking to these peopleexplaining that they were the ones who could transform the
organization."
It was an important tactic-one that made the branch managers feel special and important. It was all countercultural. As one
executive told me, "Bob would go out into the field to visit the
operations, which was very unusual for senior people in this indus-

12. See Bandura, Footnote 10, p. 154.
13. W. Bennis and B. Nanus, Leaders, New York:
Harper & Row, pp. 64-65.
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try." His visits heightened the specialness that branch managers
felt In addition, Bob modeled self-confidence and personal success-an important tactic to build a sense of personal effectiveness
among subordinates.l4
I also watched Jack Eaton, president of a regional telephone
company, praise his employees in large corporate gatherings, in
executive council meetings, and in casual encounters. He explained
his philosophy:
"I have a fundamental belief and trust in the ability
and conscientiousness of others. I have a lot of good people.
You can turn them loose, let them feel good about their
accomplishments. . . . You ought to recognize accomplishment as well as build confidence. I generally do it in small
ways. If someone is doing well, it's important to express your
confidence to that person--especially
among his peers. I
tend to do it personally. I try to be genuine. I don't throw
around a lot of b.s."
This practice proved especially important during the transition of
the regional phone companies away from the parent organization.
4. "President of My Own Bank": Fostering Initiative and Responsibility. Discretion is a critical power component of any job.IS
By simply fostering greater initiative and responsibility
in
subordinates' tasks, a leader can empower organizational members.
Bob Jensen, the bank executive, is an excellent example of how one
leader created opportunities for greater initiative despite the confines of his subordinates' positions. He transformed what had been
a highly constricted branch manager's job into a branch "president"
concept. The idea was simple--every manager was made to feel like
the president of his own community bank, and not just in title. Goals,
compensation, and responsibilities were all changed to foster this
attitude. Existing measurement systems were completely restructured. The value-of-funds-generated had been the principal yardstick-something
over which branch managers had only very
limited control because of interest rate fluctuations. Managers were
now evaluated on what they could control-that
is, deposits. Before,
branch managers had rotated every couple of years. Now they
stayed put. "If I'm moving around, then I'm not the president of my
own bank, so we didn't move them anymore," Jensen explained. He
also decentralized responsibilities that had resided higher in the
hierarchy-allowing
the branch manager to hire, give money to
charities, and so on. In addition, a new ad agency was hired to mark
the occasion, and 'IV ads were made showing the branch managers
being in charge, rendering personal services themselves. The
branch managers even thought up the ad lines.
What Jensen did so skillfully was recognize that his existing
managers had the talent and energy to turn their operations around
successfully, but that their sense of power was missing. He recognized their pride had been hurt and that he needed to restore a
sense of ownership and self-importance. He had to convince his
managers through increased authority that they were no longer
"pawns" of the system-that
they were indeed "presidents" of their
own banks.

14. See Bandura, Footnote 10.
15. See Kanter, Footnote 3.
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Another example-this
delegation of initiative-was

one demonstrating a more informal
quite surprising. The setting was a

highly successful and rapidly growing computer firm, and the study
participant
was the vice-president
of manufacturing.
The vicepresident had recently been hired away from another firm and was
in the process of revamping manufacturing.
During the process, he
discovered
that his company's costs on its terminal video monitors
were quite high. However, he wanted his staff to discover the
problem for themsel~es
and to "own" the solution. So one day, he
placed behind his desk a black-and-white
Sony 'IV with a placard
on top saying $69.95. Next to it he placed a stripped-<lown version
of the company's monitor with a placard of $125.95. Both placards
reflected the actual costs of the two products. He never said a word.
But during the day as staff and department
managers entered their
boss's office, they couldn't help but notice the two sets. They quickly
got the message that their monitor was costing twice as much as a
finished 'IV set. Within a month, the manufacturing
team had lowered the monitor's costs by 40%.
My first impression
on hearing this story was that, as a
subordinate,
I would be hard pressed not to get the point and, more
important,
I would wonder why the boss was not more direct.
Ironically, the boss appears to be hitting subordinates
over the head
with the problem. Out of context, then, this example hardly seems
to make others feel more competent
and powerful.
Yet staff
described themselves as "turned on" and motivated by this behavior.
Why, I wondered? A little history will illustrate the effectiveness
of
this action.
The vice-preside nt's predecessor
had been a highly dictatorial individual. He tightly controlled
his staffs actions and stifled
any sense of discretion. Implicitly, his behavior said to subordinates,
"You have no ideas of your own." He fired freely, leaving staff to feel
that they had little choice in whether to accept his orders or not By
his actions, he essentially transformed
his managers "into powerless
order-takers.
When the new vice-president
arrived, he found a group of
demoralized
subordinates
whom he felt were nonetheless
quite
talented. To restore initiative, he began to demonstrate
the seriousness of his intentions
in highly visible and symbolic ways. For
example, rather than tell his subordinates
what to do, he started by
seeding ideas and suggestions
in humorous
and indirect ways. The
'IV monitor is only one of many examples. Through these actions,
he was able eventually to restore a sense of initiative and personal
0;
competence
to his staff. While these examples are illustrative
effective changes in job design, managers contemplating
job enricr
ment would be well advised to consult the existing literature an
research before undertaking
major projects.16

5. Early Victories: Building on Success. Many of the executives in the study reported that they often introduced organizational
change through pilot or otherwise
small and manageable
projects.
They designed
these projects to ensure early success
for their
organizations.
For example,
instead of introducing
a new sales
structure nationwide, they would institute the change in one region;
a new technology
would have a pilot introduction
at a single plant
rather than systemwide.
Subordinates
described
these early suc-

16. See]. R. Hackman, "The Design of Work in the
19808," Organizational Dynamics, Summer 1978, pp. 3-17.

cess experiences as strongly reinforcing
efficacy. As Mike Beer argues:

their sense of power and

EXIllBIT 1
ContextFactorsLeading to PotentialState of Powerlessness

"In order for change to spread throughout
an organization and become a permanent
fixture, it appears that early

Organizational Factors:

successes are needed. . . . When individuals, groups, and
whole organizations feel more competent than they did before the change, this increased sense of competence reinforces the new behavior and solidifies learning associated
with change."17

o Significant organizational changes/transitions

An individual's sense of mastery through actual experience
is the most effective means of increasing self~fficacy.18 When subordinates are given more complex and difficult tasks, they are
presented with opportunities to test their competence. Initial success experiences will make them feel more capable and, in turn,
empowered. Structuring organizational changes to ensure initial
successes builds on this principle.

o Start-up ventures
o Excessive, competitive pr,essures
o Impersonal bureaucratic climate
o Poor communications

and limited network-forming systems

o Highly centralized organizational resources

Supervisory Style:
o Authoritarian

(high control)

o Negativism (emphasis on failures)
o Lack of reason for actions/ consequences

CON1EXfS OF POWERlESSNESS
The need to empower organizational members becomes
more important in certain contexts. Thus, it is important to identify
conditions within organizations that might foster a sense of powerlessness. Certain circumstances, for instance, appear to lower
feelings of self~fficacy. In these cases, subordinates typically perceive themselves as lacking control over their immediate situation
(e.g., a major reorganization threatens to displace responsibility and
involves limited or no subordinate participation), 19or lacking the
required capability, resources, or discretion needed to accomplish
a task (e.g., the development of new and difficult-to-learn skills
for the introduction of a new technological process).20 In either
case, these experiences maximize feelings of inadequacy and lower
self-confidence. They, in turn, appear to lessen motivation and
effectiveness.
Exhibit 1 identifies the more common organizational factors
that affect these self~fficacy or personal power beliefs and contribute to feelings of powerlessness. They include organizational
factors. supervisory styles, reward systems, and job design.
For example, during a major organizational change, goals
may change-often
dramatically-to
respond to the organization's
new direction. Rules may no longer be clearly defined as the firm
seeks new guidelines for action. Responsibilities may be dramatically altered. Power alliances may shift, leaving parts of the organization with a perceived loss of power or increasing political activity.

17. M. Beer, Organizational Change and Development, Santa Monica, CA: Goodyear, 1980, p. 64.

Reward Systems:
o Noncontingency

(arbitrary reward allocations)

o Low incentive value of rewards
o Lack of competence-based

rewards

o Lack of innovation-based rewards

Job Design:
o Lack of role clarity
o Lack of training and technical support

o

Unrealistic goals

o Lack of appropriate authority/discretion
o Low task variety
o Limited participation in pr
~,,_ meetin~" ~Qddecisions
that have a direct impact
o Lack of appropriate/nee
o Lack of network-form:
o Highly established we
o Too many rules and guiL
o Low advancement opportumu.
o Lack of meaningful goals/tasks
o Limited contact with senior management
Source: Adapted from]. A Conger and R. N. Kanungo, "The
Empowerment Process: Integrating Theory and Practice," Academy
of Management Review, July 1988.

18. See Bandura, Footnote 10.
19. F. M. Rothbaum, ]. R. Weisz, and S. S. Snyder,
"Changing the World and Changing Self A Two Process
Model of Perceived Control," Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 1982, 42, pp. 5-37; and L Y. Abramson, ].
Garber, and M. E. P. Seligman, "Learned Helplessness in
Humans: An Attributional Analysis," in]. Garber and M. E. P.
Seligman (Eds.), Human HelPlessness: Theory and Applications, New York: Academic Press, 1980, pp. 3-34.
20. See Kanter, Footnote 2.

Certain functional areas, divisions, or acquired companies may
experience disenfranchisement as their responsibilities are felt to
be diminished or made subordinate to others. As a result,
employees' sense of competence may be seriously challenged as
they face having to accept and acquire new responsibilities, skills,
and management practices as well as deal with the uncertainty of
their future.
In new venture situations, uncertainty often appears around
the ultimate success of the company's strategy. A major role for
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IMPUCATIONS
leaders is to build an inspiring picture of the finn's future and
convince organizational members of their ability to achieve that
future. Yet, market lead times are often long, and tangible results
may be slow in coming. Long work hours with few immediate
rewards can diminish confidence. Frustration can build, and questions about the organization's future can arise. In addition, the
start-up's success and responses to growth can mean constant
change in responsibility, pushing managers into responsibilities
where they have had little prior experience; thus, failure may be
experienced initially as new responsibilities are learned. Entrepreneurial executives may be reluctant to relinquish their control as
expansion continues.
Bureaucratic environments are especially conducive to creating conditions of powerlessness. As Peter Block points out, bureaucracy encourages dependency and submission because of its
top-down contract between the organization and employees.21 Rules,
routines, and traditions define what can and cannot be done, allowing little room for initiative and discretion to develop. Employees'
behavior is often guided by rules over which they have no say and
which may no longer be effective, given the present-day context.
From the standpoint of supervision, authoritarian management styles can strip away subordinates' discretion and, in turn, a
sense of power. Under an authoritarian manager, subordinates inevitably come to believe that they have little control-that they and
their careers are subject to the whims or demands of their boss.
The problem becomes acute when capable subordinates begin to
attribute their powerlessness to internal factors, such as their own
personal competence, rather than to external factors, such as the
nature of the boss's temperament
Rewards are another critical area for empowerment Organizations that do not provide valued rewards or simply do not reward
employees for initiative, competence, and innovation are creating
conditions of powerlessness. Finally, jobs with little meaningful
challenge, or jobs where the task is unclear, conflicting, or excessively demanding can lower employees' sense of self-efficacy.

FOR MANAGERS

Managers can think of the empowerment process as involving several stages.22 Managers might want to begin by identifying
for themselves whether any of the organizational problems and
characteristics described in this article are present in their own
firms. In addition, managers assuming new responsibilities should
conduct an organizational di~nosis that clearly identifies their current situation, and possible problems and their causes. Attention
should be aimed at understanding the recent history of the organization. Important questions to ask would be: What was my
predecessor's supervisory style? Has there been a recent organizational change that negatively affe<;ted my subordinates? How is my
operation perceived by the rest of the corporation? Is there a sense
of disenfranchisement? Am I planning to change significantly the
outlook of this operation that would challenge traditional ways of
doing things? How are people rewarded? Are jobs designed to be
motivating?
Once conditions contributing to feelings of powerlessness
are identified, the managerial practices identified in this article and
in the management literature can be used to provide self-efficacy
information to subordinates. TIlis information in turn can result in
an empowering experience for subordinates and may ultimately lead
to greater initiative, motivation, and persistence.
However, in applying these practices, it is imperative that
managers tailor their actions to fit the context at hand. For example,
in the case of an authoritarian predecessor, you are more likely to
need praise and confidence-building measures and greater opportunities for job discretion. With demanding organizational goals and
tasks, the practices of confidence building and active rewarding, an
element of play, and a supportive environment are perhaps most
appropriate. The specific character of each practice must necessarily vary somewhat to fit your particular situation. For instance, what
makes many of the previous examples so important is that the
executives responded with practices that organizational members

22. See Conger and Kanungo, Footnote 5.

21. See Block, Footnote 2.

EXHffilT 2
Stages of the Empowerment Process
Providing Self-efficacy
Information Removing
Conditions of Powerlessness

Empowering
Managerial
Practices

Conditions Leading
to a Psychological
State of Powerlessness
(See Exhibit 1)

Results in Empowering
Experience in
Subordinates

Leads to Initiationl
Motivation/Persistence
to Accomplish Tasks

Source: Adapted from J. A Conger and R. N. Kanungo, "The Empowerment
Management Review, July 1988.
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Process: Integrating Theory and Practice," Academy of

could relate to or that fit their character-for instance, the television
and squirt-gun examples. Unfortunately, much of today's popular
management literature provides managers with tools to manage
their subordinates, yet few highlight the importance of matching
the practice to the appropriate context Empowering is not a pill; it
is not simply a technique, as many workshops and articles would
lead us to believe. Rather, to be truly effective it requires an understanding of subordinates and one's organizational context
Finally, although it is not as apparent in the examples themselves, each of the study executives set challenging and appealing
goals for their organizations. This is a necessary component of
effective and empowering leadership. If goals are not perceived as
appealing, it is difficult to empower managers in a larger sense. As
Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus argue: "Great leaders often inspire
their followers to high levels of achievement by showing them how
their work contributes to worthwhile ends. It is an emotional appeal
to some of the most fundamental needs-the need to be important,
to make a difference, to feel useful, to be part of a successful and
worthwhile enterprise."23 Such goals go hand in hand with
empowering management practices. They were and are an integral
part of the empowerment process I observed in the companies I
studied.

A WORD OF CAlmON
In closing, it is important to add a note of caution. First of
all, empowerment is not the complete or always the appropriate
answer to building the confidence of managers. It can lead to overconfidence. A false sense of confidence in positive outcomes may
lead employees and organizations to persist in what may, in actuality,
prove to be tactical errors. Thus, a system of checks and balances
is needed. Managers must constantly test reality and be alert to
signs of "group think."
Some managers may be incapable of empowering others.
Their own insecurities may prevent them from instilling a sense of
power in subordinates. This is ironic, since often these are the
individuals who need to develop such skills. Yet, as Kanter argues,
"Only those leaders who feel secure about their own power outward . . . can see empowering subordinates as a gain rather than a
loss." 24

23. See Bennis and Nanus,
24. See Kanter, Footnote

Footnote
3, p. 153.

13, p. 155.

Certain situations may not warrant empowerment For example, there are contexts where opportunities for greater initiative
or responsibility simply do not exist and, in some cases, subordinates may be unwilling or unable to assume greater ownership or
responsibility. As Lyman Porter, Edward Lawler, and Richard Hack
point out, research "strongly suggests that only workers with reasonably high strength of desire for higher-order need satisfaction . . . will respond positively and productively to the opportunities
present in jobs which are high in meaning, autonomy, complexity,
and feedback. "25 Others may not have the requisite experience or
knowledge to succeed. And those given more than they are capable
of handling may fail. The end r.esult will be the opposite of what you
are seeking-a sense of powerfessness. It is imperative that managers assess as accurately as possible their subordinates' capabilities
before undertaking difficult goals and empowering them to achieve.
Second, certain of the empowerment practices described in
this article are not appropriate for all situations. For example, managers of subordinates who require structure and direction are likely
to find the example of the manager "seeding" ideas with the television set an ineffective practice. In the case of a pressing deadline or
crisis, such seeding is inappropriate, given its longer time horizons.
When staging playful or unconventional events, the context
must be considered quite carefully. What signals are you sending
about yourself and your management philosophy? Like rewards,
these events can be used to excess and lose their meaning. It is
imperative to determine the appropriateness and receptivity of such
practices. You may inadvertently mock or insult subordinates,
peers, or superiors.
In terms of expressing confidence and rewarding, both must
be done sincerely and not to excess. Praising for nonaccomplishments can make rewards meaningless. Subordinates may suspect
that the boss is simply flattering them into working harder.
In general, however, empowerment practices are an important tool for leaders in setting and achieving higher goals and in
moving an organization past difficult transitions.26 But remember
that they do demand time, confidence, an element of creativity, and
a sensitivity to one's context to be effective.

25. L. W Porter, E. E. Lawler, and J. R. Hackman,
Behavior in Organizations, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975,
p.306.
26. See N. M. Tichy and M. A Devanna, The Transformational Leader, New York:John Wiley, 1986.
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DISCUSSION

QUESTIONS
1. What was Lawrence's leadership style? What effect did his leadership style
have on Braniff Airlines? Did Lawrence exhibit any of the charismatic qualities
described in the reading by Bass (1983)? Discuss these questions.
2. How did Lawrence make decisions? What effect did this have on Braniff
Airlines?
3. What was it about Lawrence's leadership
caused the demise of Braniff Airlines?

and decision-making

style that

4. Would a different leadership and decision-making style have led to a different outcome for Braniff? How? What should Lawrence have done?

Exercise: Leadership Empowerment

PURPOSE
The purpose of this exercise is to provide you with an opportunity to explore your
management style. By the time you finish this exercise, you will
1. Identify your empowerment

2.
3.

style

Observe different management styles in action
Determine ways in which you can become an effective motivator of people

INTRODUCTION
Managing others effectively involves learning how to motivate subordinates to perform the tasks associated with their jobs. How you do so defines your style, or
approach, to managing others. If you have had more than one boss in your work life,
you know that there are as many different styles of management as there are people.
Defining your style is one of the most essential tasks of becoming a new manager.
But learning how to become an effective leader is a complex problem. For years
debates have raged over whether good leaders are made or born to the task. The
readings in this chapter provide good insights into this age-old dilemma. Whether or
not you believe that leaders are made or born, there are particular skills that effective
leaders exercise in their management styles that allow their subordinates to name
them as effective leaders.

Originally titled. the "Motivational Styles Inventory," this exercise was developed by John
Veiga of the University of Connecticut. Used with permission of the author. The idea for Part II of
this exercise was originally presented by J. Veiga and J. Yanouzas at the Eastern Academy of
Management Convention, Boston, 1987.
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One of those skills involves empowering others. The term, empowerment, refers
to creating a climate in which subordinates feel creatively responsible for their own
work, skilled to accomplish their tasks, and ideally free of obstacles and barriers that
might get in the way. Providing an empowering climate requires that a number of
conditions be put in place for you to empower others. One of those conditions is that
you exercise an empowering rather than a controlling style of management.
This exercise is designed to help you identify- your particular style ofleadership.
Most people exercise friendly or controlling styles. Few understand how to empower
others. This exercise will offer you insights into how you can alter your style so that
your efforts at managing others can be made more empowering-and
therefore more

rewarding-for you and for ~ose you manage.

INSTRUCTIONS
Part I

r

~.

'

This is a two-part exercise. In Part I, you will complete a questionnaire that
determines your likely leadership empowerment style. In Part II, you will participate
in a group observation in which others will provide you with feedback about your
motivational approach to subordinates.

you?

1.
2.
3.

Complete the Leadership Empowerment

Styles Questionnaire.

Score your results as indicated.
Decide if you agree with your score. Does your profile accurately describe

Part

"

1. Form groups of four to six. Each person will demonstrate how they manage
others by coaching the remaining members of the group to complete a simple
production task defined in Part II.
2. On the worksheet provided, select a production task.
3. When it is your turn to be the manager, select two members of your group
to serve as your subordinates for the production task you have chosen.
4. While the remaining group members serve as observers, show your "subordinates" how to complete the task you have selected.
5. Listen to the feedback offered by other group members concerning your
motivational style. To what extent does it match your questionnaire results?
6. Observe other group members until each group member has had a chance
to "empower" subordinates in your group.
7. Participate in a class discussion.
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,
Part I: Leadership

Empowerment

Styles Questionnaire

Directions: Each question consists of an incomplete sentence and three possible phrases that complete the sentence. Read each set of phrases and then distribute a total of 10 points to those phrases that
best characterize your management style or belief. For example, if phrase "a" is the only one which is
characteristic of you, then give that response the full 10 points. If, however, phrase "b" is also somewhat
like you, then you might distribute 7 points to phrase "a" and 3 points to phrase "b," for a total of 10 points.
You might also believe that all three phrases fit you to some extent so that you might distribute 3 points to
"a," 3 points to "b," and 4 points to "c," for a total of 10 points. Remember, you must distribute the full 10
points-no more, no less. Place the points in the column marked "Your Rating."
Scoring
Your
Rating
1. In
a.
b.
c.

establishing performance goals for others, I
trust my people to set their own pace
try to encourage goals that challenge and stretch
leave little doubt about what I expect

2. When people come to me with personal problems, I
a. try to act like a sounding board, let them grapple
with the problem, then help them explore
alternatives
b. try to fix things if I can; otherwise I stay out of
such problems
c. try to act like a good friend
3. In making work assignments, I
a. ask people what their preferences are and strive
for a good match
b. rely on my own judgment and then tell the
individuals involved what's expected
c. try to get people to experiment with new areas
and provide the necessary support while they
learn
4. When discipline is necessary, I
a. try to make sure the person realizes that it's
nothing personal
b. try to encourage the individual to develop ways to
avoid the need for future disciplinary action
c. let the individual know how disappointed I am and
what I will and will not tolerate in the future
5. The work climate I seek to create emphasizes
a. stimulating excitement and enthusiasm toward
achieving goals
b. warmth and support
c. that people won't be asked to do more than I
can do
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EC

CC

FC

Scoring
Your
Rating

EC

CC

FC

6. In developing employee potential, I
a. provide encouragement and help people remove
barriers to experimentation
b. try to create a friendly and supportive climate
c. think you have to be realistic and accept that
some people can't be developed further
7. I believe a good manager should promote values that
a. emphasize caring and trust among subordinates
b. serve to make others stronger both individually
and collectively
c. place organizational goals ahead of any individual's
needs or desires
8. When I discuss work assignments with subordinates
a. make sure that they understand how their part
fits into the picture
b. try to be sensitive to their feelings and deal with
their concerns
c. try to be as detailed as I can, so that there won't
be any excuses for not doing what I've told them

I

9. As a manager, I strive to
a. set the example for everyone to follow
b. contribute to the organization by helping my
subordinates gain a sense of purpose and personal
power
c. be valued by others as someone who can be
counted on for support and understanding

10. As a manager I
a. want people to like me
b. get overzealous and end up running over some
people
c. try to create enthusiasm for high performance
goals
11. A good leader
a. maintains tight control and follows up regularly on
subordinates
b. seeks to help others feel in control and powerful
c. promotes harmony and trust among subordinates
12. As a leader, I
a. seek my followers' loyalty
b. seek my followers' friendship and understanding

c. seek to help my followers to do the best they can
_

13. Performance evaluations should
a. not damage the person's self-esteem in any way
b. make clear what the person must do
c. get the individual to take personal responsibility for
achieving some small step toward improvement
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Scoring
Your
Rating
14. When delegating, a manager should
a. follow up regularly to ensure the individual is
staying on track
b. try to ensure, whenever possible, that the
individuals develop and grow from the experience
c. try to make sure no one feels manipulated into
simply doing more work

EC

CC

FC

----,--

15. When subordinates fail to deliver after I have
discussed with them the need to do better, I am
inclined to
a. ignore it, if possible, assuming that they already
feel bad and will try even harder the next time
b. call them on it immediately and demand an
explanation
c. see what we can learn from the failure so as to
minimize its happening again

DA DB DC

Column totals

Scoring
Directions: Transpose each rating directly across to the A. B, or C column marked next to each
rating. Then total your ratings for each of the three columns. The bar chart below can be developed into a
profile of your motivational style. To do so, shade in the area in each bar to correspond with each of your
column totals. For example, if your total for column A is 38 then you would shade in the area up to 38 on
that bar. (You will have to approximate the location of your score if it is not printed on the bar.) The
percentiles along the left column provide you with a way to compare yourself to other managers who have
completed the inventory. For example, a score of 42 on Column A means that about 80 percent of all
managers score lower than you on this dimension and about 20 percent score higher than you.
Column
A

Column
B

Column
C

95%-

44

36

34

80%-

42

30

31

65%.!!
:;
cCI)
(.) 50%-

40

28

29

38

25

26

35%-

36

23

24

20%-

33

21

22

5%-

26

18

19

~CI)

Q.

Empowering
Climate
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Controlling
Climate

Friendly
Climate

Scoring
Directions: Transpose your ratings directly across to the space provided under one of the three
columns marked EC, CC, or FC in the scoring area. Then total your ratings down each of the three columns
for all 15 questions. The bar chart below can be developed into a profile of your motivational style. To do
so, shade in the area in each bar to correspond with each of your column totals. For example, if your total
for Column EC is 93, then you would shade in the area up to 93 on that bar. (You will have to approximate
the location of your score if it is not printed on the bar.) The percentiles along the left column provide you
with a way to compare yourself to other managers who have completed the inventory. For example, a score
of 93 on Column EC means that about 80 percent of all managers score lower than you on this dimension
and about 20 percent score higher than you.

Column
EC

Column
CC

Column
FC

-

124

80

80

80%-

93

44

49

60%

84

36

42

50% -

79

33

38

-

74

29

34

20% -

63

19

23

95%

.!!
;:

c

8...

.,
Q

40%

Empowering
Climate

Controlling
Climate

Friendly
Climate

Interpretation: Managers vary widely on the kind of motivational climate their actions tend to create.
However, generally these actions contribute to one of three climates: (1) a climate that tends to empower
people-measured
by Column EC; (2) a controlling climate that tends to create "pawns"-measured
by
Column CC; and (3) a climate that tends to emphasize friendly relations-measured
by Column FC The
higher your score on each of these dimensions, the greater the tendency for your management practices
and beliefs to create the climate described. On the next page is a more complete description of each of
these climates.
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EC Empowering Climate: A climate that empowers people so that they feel in control of their
surroundings, they feel personally energized, they feel they can have impact on their environment, and
they feel uplifted and more powerful.
CC Controlling Climate: A climate that tends to create pawn ish behavior in subordinates; that is,
people who do not feel in control, who feel constrained by rules and procedures, who feel they have little
control over their organizational fate, and who expect the boss to tell them what to do and when to do it
FC Friendly Climate: A climate that tends to emphasize friendly and harmonious relations between
superior and subordinate over achievement of high performance goals.
Of course, the major question is "Which climate is the most effective?" Research on employee
motivation suggests that the Empowering Climate is the one that managers should striye to create whenever
possible. Clearly, the extent to which your actions work against creating such a climate-and
thereby
produce a more controlling or friendly climate-the
less effective you are likely to be in motivating and
developing others.
Moreover, while having a friendly climate is often desirable, such a climate can be dysfunctional if a
manager places greater emphasis on being liked than on helping subordinates to do their best Hence, the
ideal motivational profile would be a high score on the empowering climate (80th percentile and above), a
low score on the controlling climate (20th percentile or below), and a low to moderate score (40th percentile
or below) on the friendly climate.

Part II: Leadership Empowerment
Directions:

Style Observation

Select one of the six tasks described below. Then select two members of your group to

serve as your "subordinates." Your job is to motivate these subordinates to successfully perform the task
you have chosen in the way in which you think it should be accomplished. The remaining group members
will serve as observers. It will be the observer's duty to provide feedback to each "manager" about his or
her leadership style. Remember to record your observations on the Observation Sheet provided.

Tasks
In the manager role, you will need to manage your subordinates to do one of the following tasks:
1. Drawing concentric circles on the board.
2. Building a house of cards.
3. Creating paper airplanes.
4. Measuring the dimensions of desks and chairs.
5. Drawing a picture of a horse.
6. Creating notepads out of scratch paper.
How to Use the Observation

Sheet

In observing each manager's style, does the manager
Empowering
o Energize subordinates

to create their own style, be creative and innovative in completing tasks?

o Allow subordinates to feel that they are in control of the task, rather than being controlled by the
manager?
176
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o Encourage subordinates to grow and develop from the learning that takes place by performing
the tasks?
Controlling
o Force subordinates to conform to the manager's rules and regulations?
o Cause subordinates to feel they are not in control of the task?
o Encourage the reliance of subordinates
completing the task?

on the manager's every direction, rule, and deadline in

Friendly
o Suggest that the manager wants to be liked and accepted by subordinates?
o Imply that the manager is more concerned with employee morale than performance?
o Encourage the pursuit of friendly cooperation to the exclusion of emphasizing standards, goals,
and deadlines?
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Observation
Manager 1:
Most likely style:
Evidence:

Manager 2:
Most likely style:
Evidence:

Manager 3:
Most likely style:
Evidence:

Manager 4:
Most likely style:
Evidence:
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Sheet

Observation

Sheet (cont.)

Manager 5:
Most likely style:
Evidence:

Manager 6:
Most likely style:
Evidence:

DISCUSSION

QUESTIONS
1. To what extent did your questionnaire
group members about your leadership style?

results match the feedback given by

2. If differences exist, which results do you think represent a truer picture of
yourself as a leader? Why or why not?
3. What is the leadership style of your boss (or professor)? What behaviors
have you observed in your boss (or professor) that lead you to this conclusion?
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